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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 29, 1977
Bert Lance
The attached was returned
in the President's outbox and
is forwarded to you for your
information and appropriate
handling.
Rick Hutcheson
cc:

Zbig Brzezinski
Barry Jagoda

RE:

APPROACH TO CONGRESS CONCERN+NG THE REORGANIZATION OF
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE AND
INFORMATION PROGRAMS
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON . D .C .

20503

AUG 2 6 1977
MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT-a

FROM:

Bert Lance

SUBJECT:

Approach to Congress Concerning the Reorganization
of International Exchange and Information Programs

ll
1.,

'---

The attached memorandum presents proposals for reorganization of the cultural
and educational exchange activities of the State Department and the information
activities of the U.S. Information Agency. This is an issue which has, over the
years, generated considerable interest in the Congress. With a decision on your
part known to be approaching, congressional interest is now acute. Particular
points of concern on the Hill are the independence and integrity of the cultural
exchange programs and the Voice of America's news operations.
I suggest that after you act on the attached memo, but before a reorganization plan
is sent to the Hill, Harrison and I meet informally with appropriate members of

Congress to indicate the directions in which the Administration is inclined. That
should make it possible to key the language of the plan to legitimate congressional
concerns, and to produce a high degree of congressional support for our proposals.
Attachment

Mr. President:
Staff views are incorporated
into the Lance memo. No other
comments received.
--Rick

Electroltatlo eop, Made
for Prlllrvatlon Pwpoeel

Id.
_
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20503

AUG 2 6 1977
MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT//?~

FROM:

Bert Lance

SUBJECT:

Reorganization of State Department's Exchange Program,
the U.S. Information Agency, and Related Programs

-

~~~

In response to memos from Secretary Vance, Zbig Brzezinski, Barry Jagoda and me
on the subject of reorganization of our "public diplomacy" programs, you stated
that you desired to study the question prior to making decisions on the issue.
Accordingly, Reorganization Project and other OMB staff, after extended
consultation with Zbig, Barry, David Aaron, John Reinhardt of USIA, and Warren
Christopher and Joe Duffey from State, have drafted this memorandum for your
consideration.
Our public diplomacy consists of cultural exchanges, the dissemination of
information and the rendering of policy advice to the. President and other officials
making foreign policy decisions (see Attachment 1, page 1). These functions are
now carried on by the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs in the State
Department (CU) and by the U.S. Information Agency (USIA) (see Attachment 1,
page 2). Three issues are presented for decision:

1.

1.

Should CU and USIA be consolidated (page 2)?

2.

If consolidation occurs, what should be the relationship of the new entity
to the State Department (page 3)?

3.

If consolidation occurs, what should be the relationship of the Voice of
America to the new entity (page 5)?

SHOULD CU AND USIA BE CONSOLIDATED?

Discussion
There is a considerable body of opinion holding that a consolidation should be
effected, on the rationale that locating complementary programs in a single
location facilitates their orchestration toward like goals. CU carries on the
cultural affairs function in Washington but cultural exchange is administered
overseas by USIA personnel (as well as by 43 local Fulbright Commissions and by
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private U.S. organizations). It is this split in Washington leadership that is in large
measure responsible for interest in reorganization. The single field organization
attempting to orchestrate all of these programs must report to two separate
leaderships, each of which maintains in Washington a separate set of regional
bureaus and country desks.
A consolidation would produce a new organizational entity to which similar
programs operated by other agencies and Departments might be added in the
future.
Many academics, the Linowitz Commission, and the American Council on Education
object to placing the educational and cultural exchange program in an agency
whose functions they perceive as including the dissemination of "propaganda", but
any relocation of CU should include the Board of Foreign Scholarships (a
Presidentially appointed Board created by the Fulbright-Hays Act to supervise the
educational and exchange program and to select the program's academic grantees).
The Board should be able to continue to assure the non-political nature of the
Fulbright Program. Further, the individual responsible for cultural and educational
exchange in the new entity should have an appropriate rank - - perhaps at the
Deputy Director level - - and consolidation should be accompanied by a new name
that gives less prominence to the information function.
There are several other factors related to a decision to consolidate USIA and CU:
A consolidation should include also consolidation of the advisory committees to
USIA and CU, the U.S. Advisory Commission on Information and the U.S. Advisory
Commission on International Educational and Cultural Affairs. Second, CU
operates five reception centers for foreign visitors at major ports of entry into the
U.S. Because these centers serve visitors under both AID and CU programs (about
half from each), and because of their domestic location, the Chief of Protocol
(Evan Dobelle) and Joe Duffey have suggested that they not be moved with CU but
be placed in the Protocol Office. (Hamil ton strongly agrees with Dobelle.)
Regardless of whether USIA is to be consolidated with CU, this is an appropriate
time for a full review of USIA's internal structure and personnel system, both of
which appear to constrain rather than support the kind of creativity and
venturesomeness that should characterize the agency. Director Reinhardt has
begun such a review but would be greatly assisted in this task by a Presidential
statement of support and encouragement. We urge that such a statement be made,
either in your message transmitting the reorganization plan to Congress or in a
separate memorandum to Director Reinhardt.
Recommendation
Consolidate the educational and cultural exchange activities of State and the
information and cultural activities of USIA to produce a new organizational entity.
A Presidential statement defining the mission of the new entity and assuring the
continued integrity of educational and cultural exchange organization, activities
and budget should accompany the consolidation.

eectruatatiC Copy Made
tor ,....rvatlon Purposes
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This recommendation is supported by Zbig Brzezinski, Barry Jagoda, David Aaron,
the Reorganization Project, OMB, State and USIA. No one in the Administration
has expressed support for either retaining the status quo or following the Stanton
Panel's recommendation of placing "policy" information activities in State and
"general" information activities in an independent agency (see Attachment 1, page
8).

Decision
Agree
Disagree
2.

IN THE EVENT OF CONSOLIDATION, WHAT SHOULD BE THE RELATIONSHIP
OF THE NEW ENTITY TO THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE?

The more that public diplomacy programs should concentrate on building overseas
support for current American policies, the closer to State (in terms of both policy
guidance and organizational location) any new entity should be. To the extent that
public diplomacy should concentrate upon enhancing a broader mutual
understanding, the more distance from State is appropriate.
So long as the budget and operations of the new entity are separate from those of
State, its formal relationship to State is likely to matter less than the strength of
its leadership and the degree of interest shown by the Secretary of State. Even so,
the acceptability of consolidation to the Congress, the agencies, and the interested
public will be affected by questions of form. Accordingly, there has been
considerable discussion among the participants in developing this memorandum as
to whether the relationship of a consolidated entity to State should approximate
that of:
AID, an agency within State whose Administrator reports to the
Secretary,
ACDA, an agency outside State whose Director reports directly to the
President, but acts "under the direction of the Secretary of State", or
USIA, an independent agency whose Director reports to the President, but
receives foreign policy "guidance" from the Secretary of State.
(The details of these relationships are set forth in Attachment 2.)
Recommendation
Secretary Vance prefers a relationship like that between AID and State, but has
agreed to support an ACDA-like relationship as an acceptable compromise of the
differing views on the subject. Zbig Brzezinski, Barry Jagoda, David Aaron, John
Reinhardt, and the Reorganization Project, though inclined to a relationship like
that between USIA and State, have agreed to concur in recommending an ACDAlike relationship. OMB's International Affairs Division recommends maintaining the
existing relationship between USIA and State.
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Decision
Relationship approximating that of AID and State
Relationship approximating that of ACDA and State
Maintain existing relationship between USIA and State
3.

IN THE EVENT OF CONSOLIDATION OF USIA AND CU, WHAT SHOULD BE
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE VOICE OF AMERICA TO THE NEW AGENCY?

VOA is currently a component of USIA. It accounts for about one-quarter of USIA's
budget of $264 million. A decision as to the degree of VOA's independence from
the other aspects of public diplomacy depends upon the degree to which VOA's news
gathering and reporting should be independent of foreign policy guidance from
State or other agencies.
The question of whether VOA's news operations should enjoy the same independence
as those of private broadcasting stations has long been argued among State, USIA,
VOA, and interested outsiders. (There has been less controversy as to the propriety
of State's giving guidance where analysis and commentary are concerned.) Some
have argued that as a U.S. Government radio station, VOA inevitably is taken by
overseas listeners to represent official U.S. policy, and that therefore, its
broadcasting activities (including news broadcasting) should not be inconsistent
with official U.S. policy. Thus, in March 1975, State and USIA prevailed upon VOA
not to carry the story of student demonstrations in Phnom Penh calling for Lon
Nol's removal because of the "possibility" that the broadcasting of such a news
story "could be misconstrued as a signal that the U.S. Government was sympathetic
to those demands." Similarly, in October 1976, the U.S. Embassy in Tel Aviv
forbade a VOA correspondent to check the veracity of a news story with a
Palestine Liberation Organization spokesman because the U.S. does not officially
recognize the PLO.
Those opposing this view take the position that we best demonstrate our strength as
a nation by permitting VOA to broadcast the news without regard to official U.S.
Government policy, while retaining for State the authority to provide guidance for
analysis and commentary and to take VOA air time on its own to explain U.S.
policy.
In a May 1977 memorandum, USIA Director Reinhardt stated that "VOA will be
solely responsible for the content of news broadcasts." Nevertheless, there are
those who believe that only structural independence will assure that freedom.
Among these are the Stanton Panel and Senator Percy, who have suggested that an
independent VOA be headed by a board with both private members and one or more
representatives of State and/or USIA. Others supporting news independence
believe that it can be attained without structural independence if there is a strong
Presidential statement guaranteeing the functional independence of VOA's news
gathering and reporting operations.

Electrostetie Copy Made
for Preservation Purposes
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Recommendation
Retain VOA in a consolidated CD-USIA, with a strong Presidential guarantee of the
independence of its news gathering and reporting operations. This is supported by
Zbig Brzezinski, Barry Jagoda, David Aaron, the Reorganization Project, OMB,
State, and USIA. No one in the Administration has expressed support for creation
of a structurally independent VOA.
Decision
Agree
Disagree
Attachments

Electroetatic Copy Made
for Pr-.rvation Purposes
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON PUBLIC DIPLOMACY
PROGRAMS AND REORGANIZATION

Policy and Functions.....................................................................................

1

Current Organization....................................................................................

2

The Stanton Panel Report..............................................................................

5

Congressional Situation.................................................................................
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POLICY AND FUNCTIONS
The United States Government's international information, educational and cultural
programs (collectively known as our "public diplomacy" program) have two separate
but related objectives:
1.

to foster the long-term American foreign policy goal of promoting interactions
which deepen mutual understanding, encourage rational approaches in dealing
with problems among nations, and strengthen cooperation between our people
and the peoples of other countries, and

2.

to influence the predispositions, perspectives and perceptions of other peoples
to understand, accept or support American foreign policy goals of a more
specific and often shorter-range character.

Public diplomacy consists mainly of three functions:
Exchange of persons. Programs for the exchange of academics, artists, political
leaders and others are now directed by State's Bureau of Educational and Cultural
Affairs (CU). These exchanges serve both policy objectives set forth above.
This function includes the dissemination of
Dissemination of information.
information about American society generally and information about U.S. policies,
both of which are now conducted by the U.S. Information Agency (USIA). In
addition, it includes the broadcasting of news. The information dissemination
function also serves both of the policy objectives set forth above.
Policy advice. The Director of USIA advises the President, Secretary of State and
other officials whose decisions affect foreign policy on the foreign opinion
implications of U.S. policy decisions. This function is generally considered to serve
principally the second policy objective.

2

A wide variety of means are employed to accomplish these objectives. Exchanges
of persons from academia, journalism, the arts, government, labor and business are
financed by CU both to enhance generalized understanding and to influence others
on American policies. Radio broadcasting and USIA exhibits, book activities, movie
and television distribution, press placements and personal contacts can be and are
directed toward both objectives.
CURRENT ORGANIZATION
The two Federal agencies with primary responsibility for the public diplomacy
program are the U.S. Information Agency (USIA) and the State Department's
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (CU).* USIA is responsible for the
information dissemination and the policy advice functions. CU carries on the
cultural affairs function in Washington but cultural exchange is administered
overseas by USIA personnel on behalf of CU, by 43 local Fulbright Commissions,
and by private U.S. organizations. There is almost universal agreement that this
arrangement is confusing and inefficient. Further, there is some sentiment for
transforming the Voice of America from a unit within USIA to an independent
agency to reduce the possibility of political interference with its news gathering
and reporting function.
United States Information Agency
Mission:
Disseminates abroad information about the United States, its people, and policies
promulgated by the Congress, the President, the Secretary of State and other
responsible Government officials affecting foreign affairs.
Background:
USIA was established in 1953 to remove operational activities from the Department
of State. The cultural exchange functions that are now in CU were also scheduled
to be included in the new agency, but opposition from Senator Fulbright and others
(who feared the effects of consolidating the exchange programs with what they
perceived as a "propaganda" agency) caused this aspect of the proposal to be
dropped. USIA is responsible for the information dissemination and policy advice
functions.
In addition, cultural exchange is administered overseas by USIA
personnel on behalf of CU.

*

Other organizations having information and exchange programs overseas
include the Board for International Broadcasting (BIB) which funds Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty, and the Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission. The
Departments of Defense, Commerce and HEW, the Agency for International
Development and the National Science Foundation also have such programs
related to their missions. We recommend no action regarding these programs
at this time, but propose to consider whether they should be studied by the
Reorganization Project.
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Operations:
1.

Overseas missions.- -The Agency operates 187 posts in ll3 countries. These
posts conduct informational and cultural programs (including the Exchange of
Persons Program of CU) using materials prepared locally and by the media
services in Washington. Typically, these posts' activities include: the
provision of speakers and seminars on subjects from the arts to economics to
foreign affairs; the administration of short and long term exchange of leaders
in politics, business, academia, etc; the operation of English teaching
programs, cultural centers, libraries, programs of media relations, press, TV
and radio placement, and book promotion and distribution. In large American
embassies, a USIA officer often serves as a full time press spokesman. Where
possible, the post conducts limited public opinion surveys (usually using local
private polling mechanisms) to survey foreign public opinion on subjects
important to American foreign policy interests or useful in local USIA
programming. USIA officers maintain relations with leaders in the press,
who often have no other U.S.
universities, cultural community, etc.,
Government contact.
These posts vary greatly in size. Many African country posts are staffed by
one American and four or five local employees. In Brazil, as an example of a
large country effort, there are USIA posts in seven cities with a total of 38
American and 140 local employees.

2.

Media services.- -These services provide support for overseas country
programs.
(a) Broadcasting Service (better known as the Voice of America) produces
radio broadcasts in English and 36 foreign languages. Programs are
broadcast from transmitters at five domestic and nine overseas locations.
The service also supplies the overseas missions with recorded radio
programs and scripts for use on foreign stations. VOA's responsibility is to
report the news, to broadcast analysis and commentary presenting U.S.
policies and positions, and to provide the people of other countries with
information about "American thought and institutions" generally.
(b) Press and Publications Service maintains communications facilities for the
transmission of editorial, news, and feature materials for adaptation by
overseas missions. It produces pamphlets and periodicals in English and
foreign language editions for worldwide and special area distribution. The
service also operates two regional printing centers and provides overseas
missions with printing supplies and equipment.
(c) Motion Picture and Television Service produces and acquires motion
picture and television programs which are then translated into as many as
40 foreign languages. It adapts these programs for specific country or
area use, and supports the foreign production, use, and distribution of
films and television programs.
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(d) Information Center Service supports U.S.-operated libraries, reading
rooms, and binational centers, providing them with collections of
American publications, both in English and in translation, and with English
language teaching materials. It assists American publishers in distributing
selected products overseas and supports the publications of low-priced
books for sale abroad. The service also provides exhibits and visual
materials to overseas missions for local display, and provides books and
periodicals for presentation to selected individuals and groups.
3.

Program direction and other services.- -This activity encompasses Agency
managerial staff and centralized servicing functions. Included are the Office
of the Director, the Office of Policy and Plans, research, physical and
personnel security, legal counsel, and central administrative services.

Budget:
1977 BA $264 Million
Represents a real term decrease of 18% since 1967. Slightly over 25% of budget
funds go to VOA.
Personnel:
The total current employment of USIA is 8,600, of which 2,200 work for VOA.
Overseas, the agency employs 1,000 Americans and 4,400 foreign nationals. The
total employment figure represents a reduction from over 12,000 in 1967.
Department of State
Bureau of Cultural and Educational Affairs
Mission:
To increase mutual understanding between the people of the United States and the
people of other countries by means of educational and cultural exchange; to
strengthen our ties with other nations by demonstrating the educational and
cultural interests, developments, and achievements of the people of the United
States and other nations; to promote international cooperation for educational and
cultural advancement; and thus to assist in the development of friendly,
sympathetic, and peaceful relations between the United States and other countries.
Background:
CU is a bureau of the State Department headed by an Assistant Secretary (now
Joseph Duffey). It carries on the cultural affairs function in Washington. Most of
CU's field activities in the United States are carried on by private contractors,
including over 150 non-profit organizations. CU also operates five reception
centers for foreign visitors at major ports of entry into the United States. The
overseas aspects of CU's programs are carried out by Cultural Affairs Officers,
who are USIA employees reporting to the USIS Public Affairs Officers (CU
reimburses USIA for the performance of this service).
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Operations:
CU operations encompass the following major program elements:
1.

Academic Exchange (better known as the Fulbright program). Students,
teachers and researchers (American and foreign) receive grants to do academic
work abroad for periods of up to a year. The program is supervised and the
individual grantees are selected by the Board of Foreign Scholarships,
comprised of distinguished members of the academic community. Overseas,
the program is administered by USIA (except in 43 countries where
administration is the responsibility of binational commissions composed of
foreign nationals and resident Americans).

2.

International Visitors. Three to six-week observation study visits to the United
States are provided for distinguished foreign leaders and professionals, and
groups of young professionals selected by U.S. embassies and consulates.

3.

American Specialists. American experts are sent overseas for short periods to
lecture and consult with their counterparts on specific topics.

4.

Cultural Presentations. Performing artists are evaluated by advisory panels of
experts for officially sponsored tours abroad, and U.S. embassies are informed
about groups, touring under private auspices, which receive favorable
evaluations.

5.

Grants-in-Aid. Private organizations with international exchange programs
receive State Department grants-in-aid for special projects directly supportive
of U.S. exchange programs and objectives. In addition, CU provides assistance
to private groups and individuals involved in exchange activities and assists
foreign students in this country.

6.

Reception Centers. CU operates reception centers for prominent foreign
visitors to this country at Miami, New York, New Orleans, San Francisco and
Honolulu. The centers, which employ a total of 20 people, give these visitors
general assistance with travel plans, etc.

Budget:
1977 BA $59 Million
Represents a real term decrease of 30% since 1967.
Personnel:
Total current employment is 275.
THESTANTONPANELREPORT
The 1975 report of a panel headed by Dr. Frank Stanton made no recommendations
for changing the content of the program but proposed to transfer to a new,
independent agency the educational, cultural and "general" information functions,
to place all "policy" information and policy advice in the Department of State, and
to establish an independent VOA reporting to an oversight board.
/

.'
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State, USIA, OMB, the President's Reorganization Project, the General Accounting
Office, and the U.S. Advisory Commission on Information have generally opposed
the Stanton Panel's recommendations other than the proposal to consolidate
cultural, educational and information programs. This opposition is primarily on the
grounds that: (l) it is impossible to distinguish between "policy" and "general"
information, especially when the latter touches on international economic,
environmental, nuclear, oceanic and human rights matters which the Stanton Panel
admitted could not be ignored by a "general" information and cultural agency; (2)
fragmentation would result in inefficiency and poor coordination; and (3) the
independence of the VOA's news operations can be protected without establishing it
as an independent entity.
CONGRESSIONAL SITUATION
Congressman Fascell and his International Operations Subcommittee favor
consolidation of CU and USIA, with VOA being retained within the new agency.
Senator Percy has pressed hard for a structurally independent VOA, but he has been
opposed successfully by Senators Humphrey, Church and Javits. Senator Pell has
objected to transfer of the Fulbright program to USIA, as has former Senator
Fulbright-- the latter quite strongly. Fulbright has contacted many of his former
colleagues on this matter. In addition, Senator Inouye has objected strongly to
including the East-West Center in a CU-USIA reorganization, although the work of
that Center is an integral part of CU's activities. State and USIA suggest that
prevailing congressional attitudes favor greater emphasis upon purposes directly
related to policy (though there is also some feeling in the Congress that using the
public diplomacy program for such purposes is left over from the Cold War).
The State authorization bill for fiscal 1978 requires submission of your
reorganization recommendations in the public diplomacy area by October 31 of this
year.

Attachment 2

Analysis of Alternative Organizati onal Arrangements for a
Combined USIA/CU Agency in Relation to the President, NSC and the Secretary of State
AID

Feature
I.

________A=C=
OA ________

USIA

Organizational structure

Statutory authority vested in

President, largely delegated by E.O. to
Secretary of State and sub-delegated to
AID Administrator.

ACDA Di rector

USIA Director

Organizational placement

Agency "within" the State Department

Independent agency

Independent agency

Appointing authority for agency
head ..................... .. ... .

President (Sen. conf.)

President (Sen. conf.)

President (Sen. conf.), with advice
of Secretary on appointment and tenure.

AID Administrator is equivalent to
Deputy Secretary of State. Relationship to President is through Secretary
of State.

Direct to President (22 U.S.C . 2562
and 2573). Princi~Jal advisor on arms
controls matters.

Uirect to President, also advisor
(Kennedy memo l/25/63)

"continuous superv1s1on and general
direction by the Secretary"
(22 u.s.c . 2382)

"uolrler the direction of the Sec. of
State" (22 U.S. C. 2561, 2574), also
~Jrincipal advisor on arms control

Sec. shall direct policy and control colttent of program on official U.S. positions
and provide full guidance on foreivn
policy (Rem·g. Plan No. 8 of 1953).

Through Secretary of State

Principal advisor on arms control
matters and submits arms control
impact statements to NSC

No formal relationship

Director

Director

Relationship of agency head to
President ..................... .

Relationship of agency head to
Sec. of State ................ ..

Relationship of agency head to
NSC .......... . ............... .

I 1.

Budget

1, Formulating and executing officer Administrator
2. Relationship to Sec. of State

Secretary reviews/approves

None in practice

None in practice

3, Chapter in Presiderot 's

Funds Appropr·i a ted tu President

Other lndependenl Agencies

Other Independent Agencies

Humphrey, Harring ton

Pell, Zablocki

McGovern, Fascell

Long, Inouye I

Sla ck, Hollings

Slack, Hollings

Bud~t

4. Authorizing subccmnittee chairmer;
~rq>riation

5.

'

chairmen

'

subcarmittee

AID

Feature

-----'--

IIi.

·IV.

~ersonne1

tield

System

~issions

__________ _/\CO/\_ _ _ _ __

us 1/\- ' - - - - - -

/\dminlstra~o~ m~y

Utilize civil service
authorities and Fo~elgn Service
~uthoritles for FSR, FSS and foreign
nationals.

Olreclot· utilizes civil service law
and ~ay receive delegation (never
given) of Foreign Service authorities
from the Secretary of State for FSR
and FSS.

Director utilizes civil service
author! ties; PresidenHally
delegated authorities of Foreign
Service /\ct for FSR, FSS, and
foreign 11atlonals; administers
P.l. 90 - 494 establishing the
Foreign Service lnforrna tion Officer
Corps.

Provided for in statute (22 U.S.C. 2391)

Delegations to negotiating
conferences

Under dlrection 1 coordination, and
supervision of ambassadors
(00 Stat. 1439)

ind Under dlr~ctio~, coordination and
supervision of ambilssador (00 Stat.
14 39) .

THE WHITE HOUSE

August 26
TO:

FROM:

,W-i~t;lf'JGTON

RICK HUTCHESON

El~~tt qonnors

Hamilton previously received
a copy of this report from
Harrison Wellford.
The issue
that concerns Hamilton,
and one that Harrison is aware
of, is the Reception Centers.
Hamilton feels strongly that
they should be assigned to
Evan Dobelle in Protocol.
My understanding from Hamilton
was that he was going to
bring this up with the
President, however, I have
told him the report is here
and is going into the President,
and he has said he would
like to be on record as
saying it is his feeling that
the Centers should be assigned
to Protocol .
He had no
comment on the other aspects
of the Reorganization report.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August: 26, 1977

The Vice President
Stu Eizens·tat
.. Hamilton Jon:!.J n
Frank MooJ:-e
J·ack Watson
Zbig Brzezinski
Barry Jagoda
The
for your
comme nt,
business

attached is forwarded to you
information.
If you wish to
please call b'y the close of
today ..
Rick Hutcheso n

RE:
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WASHINGTON

August 26, 1977

MEM)RANDUM FDR THE PRESID?V

FIDM:

Jack Watson

SUBJECI':

The purpose of this rreeting is for Juanita to rep::>rt
to you sorre of the reactions she has rerei ved from
various rrerrbers of the business cornm.mity regarding
several inportant administration initiatives, including
the tax reform package and the Panama canal Treaties.
As you know, it has been sorre tine since Juanita has
rret with you privately, and I think this ~min
ute IIEeting with her will be very helpful for many
reasons.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 29, 1977

Stu Eizenstat
Jack Watson
Jim Mcintyre
Re: Executive Branch Reports to
Congress

The attached package was returned in the
President's outbox and is forwarded to you
for information and appropriate action.
The signed original letters are being sent to
Jim Mcintyre for hand-delivery to the
Committees.

Rick Hutcheson

cc: Frank Moore
Bob Linder
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 24, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

STU EIZENSTAT
JACK WATSON
JAMES MciNTYRE

SUBJECT:

Executive Branch Reports to
Congress

At your request, we
the chairmen of the
Committees pledging
to reduce executive
are attached. Once
deliver them to the

(!~

JJ\.A-

prepared for your signature letters to
House and Senate Government Operations
your support and cooperation in the effort
branch reporting requirements. The letters
they are signed, Jim Mcintyre will hand
committees.

The 1974 Budget Act requires the General Accounting Office to
monitor congressionally-mandated reporting requirements. Accordingly, GAO has developed an inventory of executive branch
reports that is updated and published annually. The inventory
includes information on each report's authority, frequency,
and budgetary function, the congressional recipient of each
report, and a brief description of the contents. Also recorded
is the cost to the taxpayer of producing each report and the
originating agency's evaluation of its usefulness.
This Fall, in a congressional effort to reduce reporting requirements, the GAO will give each congressional committee a
print-out of all reports that the committee receives and GAO's
recommendations of reports that might be consolidated or
eliminated. We suggest that our staffs and OMB meet with staffs
of both Government Operations Committees and GAO to work out
procedures for examining current reporting requirements, and
to coordinate appropriate involvement and cooperation of the
departments and agencies. You have already mentioned this project at a Cabinet meeting. To follow up, we would like to send
each Cabinet secretary a list of his/her agency's required reports
with a note urging his/her cooperation with the reduction effort.
After these actions have been taken we will continue to monitor
the effort's progress and keep you advised.

ElectroetatiC Copy Made
for Pre1ervation Purposes
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Send letters to Chairmen of Government
Operations Committees

Yes

No

Meet with committee staff

Yes

No

Send notes to Cabinet Secretaries

Yes

No

TWO SIGNATURES NEEDED
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NEMORJ\NDUM FOR:
F'ROM:
SUBJECT:
As y ou requested, we are attaching a list of all reports that the
Executive'Branch is required by stat ute to send to Congress.
(There i~ no need for you to read through the list. )

/,.,-Ju,l

The l i st inc l udes 1368 reports:
225 are made specifically by
t he President and EOP offices ; 7 8 are originated by Cabinet--level
departments and transmitted Ly th e President ;
39 are originated
; Yl
by heads of independent agencies and transmitted by the President ;
6 50 are sent directly to Congress Ly Cabinet-level departments;
2 9 0 are from independent agencies report~ng directly to Congress ;
5 8 arc from semi-independent boards ; and 28 are from federally chartered pr i vate corporations.
Also , the h ead of each federal
)
department and ayency is re_guired to send 19 separate annua l
reports to Congress .
/
I n addition , approximately 50 0 recurring reports are prepared by
the Executive Branch in response to informal Congressional inquiries .
The General Accounting Office will provide us with an updated list
o f these non-statutory reports within the next few weeks.
Many of the reports are status repo1ts of particular agencies or
programs that must be sent to Congress every year; some arc roqujrcd
only when certain situations arjse , such us t.hc:o introduction o£ U. S.
troops abroad or the designation of il wild and scenic river; and
some , such as t,;hc report. on your deci~; ion on he 1\lu.skan gas t.r.:tnsportution syster.1, arc sent onc e .

undc~rst<tnd

Congrcs~. <1l~e intc~rcsted

\\lc
that G!\0 und
in l-_educing the /---numb e r of required 1c;ports and <no rJ <1nning to \·:or};. h•ith the a<_wnc.ic'~>
throu~lh congn.~ss·i onul co:nmi ttecs to streamline the proccs~•.
'I'hc~y
plan to bcq in \vod: in lhc FuJ 1 .
Rccomn;o nd <L tion

\\c' l"C'COrl:ncnd lh<~t c>ur ~~Ldf;., ,1lnnq \·:.it-h Cl~\1:, ~l~;~.;l.'~;s the \llilit·y of
Ulc~.L) l'l'J;ol:ts und pn~p.:u·,! .:-1 Hh'l~~('Lll.Jum fen· )'L)\l \dth <';>t·jun:; for
n'duct i L)!l!>.

I 0

We further recommend thut you ask each Cubinct Secretary and agency
head to follow your lead and seck to reduce the number of. required
reports~
Each should be encouraged to cooperate fully with any
similar congressional effort .
We think it should be recognized at the outset, though, that
Congress uses the reports as a means of following closely the
Executive Branch's activities, and there will be some reluctance
to reducing significantl y the information flow.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 27, 1977

To Chairman Jack Brooks
Over the past few months I have become increasingly concerned about the large number of reports that the Executive
Branch is required to send to Congress. At present, more
than 1,350 separate reports are required by statute. Of
these, 225 are prepared by the Executive Office of the
President; 117 are originated by Executive Departments and
agencies and transmitted by the President; 940 are sent
directly to Congress by the departments and agencies; 58
are from semi-independent boards, and 28 are prepared by
federally-charted private corporations.
Beyond these requirements each department and agency head
is required to send 19 separate annual reports to Congress.
In addition, approximately 500 recurring reports are being
prepared by the Executive Branch in response to informal
Congressional inquiries.
Although I recognize the need for effective Executive Branch
accountability to the Congress, I believe that much could
be done to streamline the reporting process and eliminate
any outdated, duplicative or unnecessary reporting requirements.
I understand that this Fall the General Accounting
Office and Congressional committees will begin to examine
the usefulness of these reports with an eye toward reducing
the requirements.
I offer my full support in this effort.
Accordingly, I have instructed my Cabinet to cooperate fully
and have directed OMB, together with Stu Eizenstat and

2

Jack Watson of my own staff, to work closely with you in
a joint effort to streamline and improve the reporting
process. Working together, I am sure that we can reduce
unnecessary paperwork while at the same time improving
oversight of the complex activities of government.
Sincerely,

The Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman
Government Operations Committee
u.s. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

r
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 27, 1977

To Chairman Abraham Ribicoff
Over the past few months I have become increasingly concerned about the large number of reports that the Executive
Branch is required to send to Congress . At present, more
than 1,350 separate reports are required by statute. Of
these, 225 are prepared by the Executive Office of the
President; 117 are originated by Executive Departments and
agencies and transmitted by the President; 940 are sent
directly to Congress by the departments and agencies; 58
are from semi-independent boards, and 28 are prepared by
federally-charted private corporations.
Beyond these requirements each department and agency head
is required to send 19 separate annual reports to Congress.
In addition, approximately 500 recurring reports are being
prepared by the Executive Branch in response to informal
Congressional inquiries.
Although I recognize the need for effective Executive Branch
accountability to the Congress, I believe that much could
be done to streamline the reporting process and eliminate
any outdated, duplicative or ~nnecessary reporting requirements. I understand that this Fall the General Accounting
Office and Congressional committees will begin to examine
the usefulness of these reports with an eye toward reducing
the requirements. I offer my full support in this effort.
Accordingly, I have instructeo my Cabinet to cooperate fully
and have directed OMB, together with Stu Eizenstat and

..

2

Jack Watson of my own staff, to work closely with you in
a joint effort to streamline and improve the reporting
process. .Working together, I am sure that we can reduce
unnecessary paperwork while at the same time improving
oversight of the complex activities of government.
Sincerely,

-~(U_
The Honorable Abraham A. Ribicoff
Chairman
Governmental Affairs Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
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MEMORANDUM FOR BERT CARP

STEE~

FROM:

DIANE

SUBJECT:

Executive Branch Reports to Congress

Before she went on vacation, Nancy Dorman sent me a copy
of the proposed memo to the President on reducing the
number of Executive Branch reports to Congress. She
asked me to call you if I had any problems or suggestions.
Having read the memo, I have one suggestion. Rather than
proposing to work with each individual committee on the
Hill, I would suggest that we plan to meet with staff
from both Government Operations/Affairs Committees and
GAO.
This kind of project dealing with the working
relationships between the two branches of government clearly
falls within the jurisdiction of the Government Operations
Committees. Some of their individual members (and their
staffs) are particularly interested in paperwork reduction
efforts be they internal to government or external requirements on the private sector. Frank Horton is a good
example, in view of his role as Chairman of the Paperwork
Commission.
I think it would be a mistake for us to
bypass these two committees and that we might have better
results working with and through them than with individual
committees. One other minor comment: the letter to
Senator Ribicoff should be addressed to the Chairman,
Governmental Affairs Committee.
Finally, when I sent copies of the draft letter to Nancy,
we also sent them to Jim Mcintyre who asked the status of
these efforts. He has indicated that once the letter is
signed by the President, he would like to personally hand
carry it to the committees and talk with them about the
project.
I have marked up Nancy's memo (attached) to reflect the above
comments. Please give me a call if you have any questions.
In Harrison's absence, I discussed this effort with
Wayne Granquist. He agrees with the attached mark-up.
Attachment.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT • OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

STU EIZENSTAT
JACK WATSON

SUBJECT:

EXECUTIVE

CH REPORTS TO CONGRESS

At your request, we prepared for yo r
ignature letters to
the chairmen of the House and Senat
vernment Operations
Committees pledging your support an cooperation in the effort
to reduce executive br~ch5porting 1rtflqu'rements. The
le:tt~rs I afe .attacj1.ed.
~- a.1
• JiM Mc.!~~ .@l-r=;iiifi;:
(A),\\ 4....l c:U.l·~fA ~ ~
~0~ ·~.
Q
The 1974 Budget Act requires the General Accounting Office
to monitor congressionally-mandated reporting requirements.
Accordingly, GAO has developed an inventory of executive branch
reports that is updated and published annually. The inventory
includes information on each report's authority, frequency,
and budgetary function, the congressional recipient of each
report, and a brief description of the contents. Also recorded
is the cost to the taxpayer of producing each report and the
originating agency's evaluation of its usefulness.
This Fall, in a congressional effort to reduce reporting
requirements, the GAO will give each congressional committee
a print-out of all reports that the committee receives and
GAO's recommendations of reports that might be consolidated
·~
or eliminated. We suggest that 8.\:!f ~ta~fp and O!i,B~~ M.Ll.-\- W 1
.indivl~Ualll \ll:~:R \:Re ~-f_~ _Q!__~
-- ~6~ittee\
WQ!"lc out
procedures for examining current report±n- requirements, and
to coordinate appropriate involvement and cooperation of the
departments and agencies. You have already mentioned this project at a Cabinet meeting. To follow up, we would like to send
each Cabinet secretary a list of his/her agency's required reports
with a note urging his/her cooperation with the reduction effort.
After these actions have been taken we will continue to monitor
the effort's progress and keep you advised.
Send letters to Chairmen of Government
Operations Committees.

Yes

No

Meet with committee staff •.

Yes

No

Send notes to Cabinet Secretaries.

Yes

No
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Diane:
We've changed your letter a little
bit and written a memo to the
President explaining the memo and
the actions we want to take on
the executive branch reporting
requirements.
·
The memo will probably go in next
week when Stu returns from vacation.
Bert Carp will hold it uhtil then.
Please call Bert if you have any
problems with the memo or the letter.
I'll be on vacation until September 6
and will call you when I return to
work out procedures.
Thanks for your help.

.,

c~,Ju~c
·
<_j\ ~~
·. ~__,A._)

\\ _., _', ''' r-' t, r•) r'.
MEMORANI>l iM

A1gust 26 , 1977

u<:ne:

.FOR-/\C:-!ioN:----·----------.-1

ATION:

F011INFOf-H

Fran VoonJc
'l'im Krait

- ·-·-· - · -··- ---·--------_j
~~<rff Sec~•~lary

FROM: Hick Hutcheson,

Brzezinski mc~mo datecl 8/26/77 rc Recommended UNGA Schedu lE

SUBJLCT:

YOUR HESPC. 'S~ MUST BE DELIVEHED
TO THE S'T/-\FF SECRETAHY BY :

11:00 A.H.

TH1<1 F.:
DAY:

Augus-t 29, 1977

DATE:

-------

ACTIOr\1 R':OUESTED:

_x_ Your c01nments
Other:
I strongly recommend against acceptance of
the proposed schedule, for two general reasons:

(l) within the internal schedule itself, events are too jammed
up, without sufficient intervals for briefing and preparation, let
STAFF

r:E~. ON~E:

____ I concur.
J'/(!t7.5l' 1101 '

o '/i'-'1'

ro/1'1''£'11 ts

No comment.
'·cfo II'·

alone phone calls and any attention to domestic problems. This
visit takes place in Congress' last week in session ---- we can't
isolate the President from their deliberations for two days, which,
in effect, the proposed schedule does.
(2) I think it is unwise to spend two days in New York, without
devoting a half-day, out of this two-day period, to an event in the
city itself. This will be the third trip to New York this year to
participate in a closed non-city type of event (DNC fundraiser, UN
address previously) ... and we've been criticized for not touring the
south Bronx, or going to inspect blackout damage. To go back a third
time as described above is going to generate criticism across the
country about insensitivity about inner-city problems.
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE
WASHINGTON

nsc 5463

August 19, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

From:

Cyrus Vance

Subject:

Recommendation for your schedule
in New York during the 32nd UNGA October 4-5.

C:. V

Attached is our recommendation for your schedule
in New York on October 4 and 5. We will provide you
with detailed suggestions for bilateral meetings at a
later date, once we have a complete list of General
Assembly attendees. We plan on your seeing a fairly
representative sample of world leaders, although a
slight preponderance of meetings with Europeans will
be inevitable because of the need to talk to the
British, French and Germans.
In addition to bilateral and protocol calls, we
have suggested working meals and receptions with groups
of Foreign Ministers and Heads of Delegations from each
of the regional groups. Thus the dinner with the
Europeans will be balanced by three social events with
the Latin American, African and Asian groups. These
will give you a chance to talk to as many key figures
as possible from the Third World.
The proposed working reception for Asian Ambassadors
would mean invitations to representatives of three
countries with which we do not have diplomatic relations-Cambodia, Mongolia and Vietnam. This would give you a
chance to meet and chat with the Mongolians and
Vietnamese representatives. The Cambodians certainly
would not attend.
Attachment:
Suggested Schedule.

,,- Nai.SSie .,
fW; Rae Protect

SUGGESTED SCHEDULE
October 4

8:45 a.m.

Arrival in New York

9:15 - 9:35 a.m.

- Call on Secretary General Waldheim

9:50 - 10:00 a.m.

- Call on General Assembly President
(Deputy Foreign Minister Mojsov of
Yugoslavia)

10:00 - 10:45 a.m.

- Speech to General Assembly

12:00 - 12:30 p.m.

- Meet with

us

Delegation to UNGA

1:15 - 2:45 p.m.

- Working lunch with Latin American/
Caribbean Foreign Ministers and
Heads of Delegation

3:00 - 3:30 p.m.

- Meeting with Shirley Amerasinghe
of ~n, President of the UN
C:c~nference on Law of the Sea
S,;

L.<luotH"'-

3:45 - 6:30 p.m.

- Bilateral meetings with Chiefs of
State, Heads of Government and
Key Foreign Ministers

6:30 - 6:45 p.m.

- Meeting with US officials of the
UN Secretariat

8:00 p.m.

- Dinner given by Andy Young for
Western and Eastern European
Foreign Ministers and Heads of
Delegation

"'

-2October 5
7:30 - 8:30 a.m.

- Working Breakfast with Heads of
UN Specialized Agencies

8:45 - 10:15 a.m.

- Bilateral Meetings

10:30 a.m.

- Signing of Human Rights Covenants

11:00 - 12:45 p.m.

- Bilateral Meetings

1:15 - 2:30 p.m.

- Working Lunch with African Foreign
Ministers and Heads of Delegation

2:45 - 5:45 p.m.

- Bilateral Meetings

6:30 p.m.

- Working Reception for Asian Foreign
Ministers and Heads of Delegation

8:00 p.m.

- Departure for Washington
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Date:

August 26, 1977

MEMORANDUM

FOR ACTION:

FOR INFORMATION:

Fran: voorde
Tim Kraft- t--~

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary
SUBJECT:

Brzezinski memo dated 8/26/77 re Recommended UNGA Schedu1'

/

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY:
TIME:

11:00 A.M.

DAY:

Horida,y

DATE:

August 29, 1977

ACTION REQUESTED:
__x_ Your comments
Other:

STAFF RESPONSE:
__ I concur.

__ No comment.

Please note other comments below:

DEPARTM

DE~LP.S SIFIEO

BY~ STAJ E G'JIDELIN ES , fULY. 21, 1997
--~-----~NARA, DATE.rQJJ<(J3..

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you have any questions or if you anticipate a delay in submitting the required
material, please telephone the Staff Secretary immediately. (Telephone, 7052)

7 7 21075
THE SE CRETARY OF STATE

WA SH INGTON
1\ugust 19 , 1977

THE PRESIDENT

C. V

From :

Cyrus Vance

Subject :

Recommendation for your schccJule
in New York during the 32nd UNGA October 4-5.

Attached is our recommendation for your schedule
We will provide yo u
with detailed suggestions for bilateral meetings at a
later date , once we have a complete list of Genera l
Assembly attendees. We plan on your seeing a fairly
tcpresentative sample of world leaders, although a,
slight preponderance of meetings with Europeans wi ll
be inevitable because of the n0ed to talk to the
British , French and Germans.

in New York on October 4 and 5.

In addition to bilateral and protocol calls, we
have suggested working meals and receptions with groups
of Foreign Ministers and !leads of Delegations from each
of the regional groups .
Thus the dinner with the
Europeans will be balanced by three social events with
the Latin American, African and Asian groups.
These
will give you a chance to talk to as many key figures
as possi~le from the Third World.
The proposed \·JOrking reception for Asian Ambassadors
v;onld mc'an i nv:i. tations to representatives of three
CO'lTt:Yic=s with \\•hich we do not have diplomatic relations--·
Cu· . ~· nJ);t , l·~on~;olia and Vietnam.
This would give you a
ch.:;;)c•..: to meet and ch2.t with the Mongolians and
V.i•.•tn.Jncse repYescntativ..::s .
Tbc Cumbodiuns certa inly
h'Ot<ld net uttcnd.

/ ,.... nEClASSIFIEI)

1=ter; Rae Project
ESDN; NLC- f 2G-<"f' 7 ... z - 4

If 1r¢S NMA.OA"IE 6 eMf.

CO~AJ,
SUGGESTED SCHEDULE
October 4
-----8:45 a.m.

Arrival in New York
S~cretary

9:15 - 9:35 a.m.

- Ca ll on

General Waldheim

9:50 - 10:00 a.m.

- Call on General Assembly President
(Deputy Foreign Minister Mojsov of
Yugoslavia)

10:00 - 10:45 a.m.

- Speech to General Assembly

12:00 - 12:30 p.m.

- Meet vlith US Delegation to UNGA

1:15 - 2:45 p.m.

- Working lunch with Latin American/
Caribbean Foreign Ministers and
Heads of Delegation

3:00 -

- Meeting vli th Shirley Amerasinghe
of_ c;~:..y-l'On , Presiden-t of the UN
/Conference on Law of the Sea

3:30 p.m.

·--- 51'·

J- ,.,,!1· .,,

3:45 - 6:30 p.m.

- Bilateral meetings with Chiefs of
State, Heads of Government and
Key Foreign Ministers

6:30 - 6:45 p.m.

- Meeting with US officials of the
UN Secretariat

8:00 p.m.

- Dinner given by Andy Young for
Western and Eastern European
Foreign Ministers and Heads of
Delegation

...

October 5
7:30 - 8:30 a.m .

- Working Breakfast with Heads of
UN Specialized Agencies

8:45 - 10:15 a.m.

- Bilateral Meetings

10:30 a.m.

- Signing of Hwnan Rights Covenants

11:00 - 12:45 p.m.

- Bilateral Meetings

1:15 - 2:30 p.m.

- Working Lunch with African Foreign
Ministers and Heads of Delegation

2:45 - 5:45 p.m.

- Bilateral Meetings

6:30 p.m.

- Working Reception for Asian Foreign
Ministers and Heads of Delegation

8:00 p.m.

- Departure for Washington
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM TO:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

Jack
Jane
Propose
August

RE:

August 26, 1977
- Cabinet Meeting

1. Briefing by Ambassadors Bunker and Linowitz
on the Panama Canal (20 minutes).
2. Comments by Cy Vance on his recent trips to
the Middle East and China.
3. Mention briefly the "President's Management
Intern Program" and ask for the Cabinet's help in making
it work.
(Alan Campbell said that such a statement from
you would be very helpful.)
4. Comment briefly on your reaction to the
Chicago Tribune article on the Cabinet's performance.
5.

CC:

Reports from Cabinet members.

The Vice President

Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preservation Purposes
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MINUTES OF THE CABINET MEETING
Monday, August 29, 1977

The twenty-fifth meeting of the Cabinet was called to
order by the President at 9:05a.m., Monday, August 29, 1977.
All Cabinet members were present except Secretary Bergland,
who was represented by Deputy Secretary of Agriculture John
White; Secretary Califano, represented by Under Secretary
of HEW Hale Champion; and Ambassador Young, represented by
his Executive Assistant Anne Forrester Holloway. Other
persons present were:
Zbigniew Brzezinski
Landon Butler
Alan Campbell
Doug Castle
Stu Eizenstat
Jane Frank
Rex Granum
Tim Kraft
Bob Lipshutz

Bunny Mitchell
Dick Moe
Frank Moore
Frank Press
Charles Schultze
Jay Solomon
Stansfield Turner
Charles Warren
Jack Watson

The President said that, after fourteen years, treaty
negotiations on the Panama Canal have been successfully concluded, and that he has just received the final texts of the
treaties.
He commended Ambassadors Ellsworth Bunker and
Sol Linowitz for a superb job and said that the treaties are
very beneficial to the United States. The treaties will be
signed on September 7th at the Organization of American
St2tes headquarters in Washington; 15 Latin American leaders
have already agreed to attend and more are expected to be
present.
The President said that he will have bilateral
discussions with all of the Heads of State attending the
signing.
He asked Cabinet members for suggestions as to
appropriate topics that might be included in the discussions.
The President introduced Ambassadors Bunker and Linowitz
and asked them to comment dn the treaties:
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-- Ambassador Bunker said that there are two treaties;
a basic treaty which expires December 31, 1999, which gives
the United States primary responsibility for operation and
defense of the Canal during that time; and a second treaty
which guarantees the permanent neutrality of the Canal.
Some of the major provisions of the first treaty are:
That, with the participation of Panama,
the United States can use and share all
land and water necessary to operate and
defend the Canal;
That the Canal will be operated by a board
of nine members--five from the U.S. and
four from Panama;
That the U.S. will administer the Canal
operations until 1990 and Panama will do
so from 1990 to 1999;
That no United States bases will be maintained in the area beyond the year 2000;
That United States employees in the Canal
Zone will have rights similar to U.S.
employees around the world, as well as
the right of early retirement; and
That United States institutions and organizations will continue to function as they
presently do during the term of the treaty
and thereafter as other businesses do in
Panama.
Ambassador Linowitz said that the second treaty
regarding permanent neutrality gives the United States authority to assure that the Canal will remain open, accessible,
secure and efficient.
-- Mr. Linowitz said that a third set of issues involves
economic arrangements.
The Canal Commission agrees to pay
30¢ per Panama Canal ton transiting the Canal, plus a fixed
sum of $10 million per year for operation of the Canal and up
to an additional $10 million per year if revenues permit.
Arrangements have also been agreed to concerning economic
progress--up to $300 million in loans and guarantees from the
Export/Import Bank and similar institutions, and as much as
$50 million in foreign militar1• sales credits over a period
of ten years.
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Mr. Linowitz said that there are three additional
important points to be made about the treaties:
1.

The issue of the Panama Canal does not
simply involve the U.S. and Panama;
it
is an issue which affects the U.S. and
all of Latin America.
If a confrontation should occur, it would involve the
U.S. against all of Latin America. On
the other hand, if the issue is handled
fairly, it will set an example for all
of the third world;

2.

Our objective is to assure that the Canal
remains open and accessible. The greatest
danger to this objective is to continue
with an outmoded treaty that is totally
unacceptable to Panama;

3.

The surest way to achieve that objective
is to ratify a treaty which reflects both
Panamanian aspirations and U.S. interests.

-- The President noted that following the year 2000,
United States warships will still have the right of expeditious passage through the Canal. He added that efforts are
underway to inform Congress thoroughly about the issues, and
that meetings with appropriate groups are being held throughout the country. Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
and President Ford were thoroughly briefed and have endorsed
the treaties.
The President specifically asked for the
Cabinet's help in securing ratification of the treaties.
In answer to a question from the Vice President,
Mr. Bunker said that a sea-level canal is being studied
jointly with the Panamanians. Under the treaty, the United
States has the right to construct such a canal during the term
of the treaty with Panamanian consent, and agrees that it will
not cJnstruct such a sea-level canal in any other country.
Mr. Strauss raised four concerns often expressed by
people he talks to, and asked for Mr. Linowitz's comments on
each one:
1.

Concern:
we own.

We are giving away something that

Response: The U.S. has never had sovereignty
over the Canal Zone. The original treaty
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granted us the "right, power and authority
as if (we) were the sovereign." After it
was-signed, President Taft said that the
treaty "seems" to preserve Panamanian
sovereignty. There are similar references
in subsequent administrations. A 1907
Supreme Court decision, Wilson V. Shaw,
did refer to U.S. sovereignty, but a subsequent decision indicated that the U.S.
has never been the sovereign.
2.

Concern: Why cave in to the threats of a
dictator?
Response: We have never been threatened in
fourteen years of negotiations. We enter
the new treaties because they serve the
highest and best interest of the U.S.

3.

Concern: Even if the first treaty were unfair
to the Panamanians, giving the Canal back to
Panama is comparable to giving Alaska back to
the Russians.
Response: We purchased Alaska and got the
full and complete "rights and appurtenances"
to that land.
In contrast, we did not take
sovereign title to the Panama Canal, and we
have been making annual payments for our rights
of usage ever since the Canal was built.

4.

Concern: What happens if General Torrijos is
overthrown and the next leader of Panama repudiates the treaties?
Response:
Panama has an excellent record of
abiding by the Canal treaty.
In any event, the
U.S. does not turn over complete control of the
Canal for twenty-three years, and if the treaty
is abrogated by one party, it will not be binding on the other. Thus, it is clearly in
Panama's interest to adhere to the treaties.

-- The Attorney General asked why we would have no U.S.
base in Panama after the year 2000. Mr. Linowitz responded
that DOD and General George Brown say that such a base is not
necessary and might even be counter-productive.

----------
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-- The President suggested that Cabinet members read
The Path Between Two Seas by David McCulloch--an excellent
history of the circumstances and events surrounding negotiations ~f the first Canal treaty.
-- Mr. Andrus said that the briefing materials on the
treaties recently circulated by the Cabinet Secretary are
excellent and should also be distributed to the press.
The President noted that at the request of several
Senators, the White House has invited key delegations from
some states to be briefed on the treaties by the Secretary
of Defense, Ambassadors Bunker and Linowitz, General George
Brown and key White House staff. Last Tuesday, delegations
from Mississippi and Kentucky were at the White House for a
briefing, and delegations from Florida and Georgia will be
here tomorrow. A briefing is planned for Thursday for groups
from West Virginia and Arkansas.
The President said that a vote on the treaties will
not be later than February of next year but could come earlier
if it appears that we have the necessary votes.
-- The President reiterated his commendation and thanks
to Ambassadors Bunker and Linowitz for their excellent work.
The President asked for comments from Cabinet members,
beginning with the Secretary of State:
1. Mr. Vance said that he arrived in China at the close
of the eleventh Party Congress and found the country considerably different from two years ago. The clothing worn by
the general public is brighter, and there is a feeling of confidence and self-reliance on the part of the leaders. He said
that we are fortunate to have this group of leaders at this
point in our history. Discussions concerned such things as
the domestic situation in the U.S.; the importance of our
alliance relations; regional issues; arms proliferation; and
hum?·n rights. When Japan was mentioned, the Chinese agreed
that that country should be the pillar of our Asian policy.
Mr. Vance noted gaps in the knowledge of Chinese leaders concerning world events and the role the U.S. is playing worldwide. Mr. Vance said that the Chinese remain concerned about
the Soviet Union.
He said that a full and frank discussion
was held on normalization of relations~ and that a good beginning was made.
-- The President complimented Mr. Vance and said that
he had carried out his mission completely.

-6-- Mr. Blumenthal asked whether press reports that
the new leadership in China is focusing more on economic
development than on ideology were true.
Mr. Vance said that
it is true, and that the new attitude opens up substantial
new possibilities for trade with China. He noted that a
Chinese trade mission will be visiting the United States soon.
2.
Mr. Andrus thanked Civil Service Commissioner Alan
Campbell for dealing effectively with several problems which
have frustrated him and other Cabinet members.
-- The President commented tha·t he has just signed
an Executive Order establishing a Presidential Management
Intern Program.
He briefly explained that program and asked
for the cooperation of Cabinet members in making the program
work.
Mr. Campbell and the Civil Service Commission will
oversee the program.
3. Mr. Champion reported that HEW is continuing its
efforts to keep the Social Security financing legislation
separate from HR 7200.
4. Mr. Schultze briefly outlined some statistics concerning economic relations between the U.S. and Latin America,
all of which underscore the importance of the Panama Canal
treaties.
United States' assets in Latin America in 1975 were
$68 billion, of which $22 billion was direct investment.
That
money earns approximately $5 billion per year, and the return
increases each year.
Approximately $17 billion of goods are
directly exported from the U.S. to Latin America each year,
with an additional $4 billion in non-tangible exports.
Imports
from Latin America approximate the same monetary value. Most
of the imports are raw materials (e.g., 25% of our steel-making
ingredients; 41% of our lead; 17% of our tin; 21% or our copper;
and 27% of our non-ferrous metals).
Mr. Strauss noted that many corporate executives
will lend their support to the Panama Canal treaties if only
they are asked.
He urged Cabinet members to make such calls
as much as possible.
The President said that he intends to hold a fireside chat on the Canal treaties shortly after the signing on
September 7th. He anticipates full-scale media coverage of
the signing ceremony.
5.
Dr. Brzezinski reported that the NSC is conducting
meetings with Soviet Ambassador Dobrynin on SALT.
-- Meetings were held during the past few weeks on
Africa; the escalating conflict between Somalia and Ethiopia;
and the question of South Africa's nuclear capability.
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-- Preparations are underway for the forthcoming
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe in Belgrade,
and NSC has recommended that the U.S. show "visible leadership" at the meeting.
NSC is developing a national telecommunications
policy.
The President commented that Cabinet members with
special interest in particular NSC memoranda should contact
Dr. Brzezinski and ask to be informed.
6. Mr. Marshall described the Department of La.borrs
efforts to monitor the wildcat coal strikes in West Virginia.
He said that negotiations are likely to begin Tuesday on
the basic contract, and that it may be possible to avoid a
coal strike in December.
He thanked the FBI and the Justice
Department for their help in enforcing order during the
recent strikes.
Fortunately, although there were some
shootings, no one was killed.
-- The Labor Department has concluded its investigation of possible abuse of CETA funds in Chicago.
Certain
abuses have been identified;
the state has taken over
administration of the program; and the city is being ordered
to reimburse misspent funds.
-- Mr. Marshall said that it will be important to show
that employment discrimination vlill be minimized under the
new Panama Canal treaties.
-- Ms. Harris noted that at a recent lunch with George
Meany and Lane Kirkland, they expressed their support of the
Canal treaties.
7.
The President said that he talked recently by telephone with Dr. DeBakey who reported that FBI Director-Designate
Frank Johnson will be fully recovered from his abdominal
surgery within six weeks.
The Attorney General said that Judge Johnson's hearings will be delayed until October because of his surgery.
The Attorney General also said that he is working
on passing priority legislation.
He will meet with House
Judiciary Chairman Rodino this week at Mr. Rodino's request
to review the Justice Department's entire legislative agenda.
Mr. Bell said that the Justice Department has not
yet taken a final position in the Bakke (reverse discrimination in medical school admissions) case. The Solicitor General
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has drafted a brief which is being circulated to appropriate
parties for comment.
If the Attorney General approves the
brief, he will personally sign it -- a gesture that carries
considerable significance with the Supreme Court.
8.
The Vice President said that some Republican
Congressmen are still announcing grants and awards that
should be announced by Democratic Members of Congress; he
asked Cabinet members to take steps to prevent this from
occurring.
9.
Mr. Blumenthal said that numerous comments have
been received from interested departments on Treasury's tax
reform proposals.
The next step will be another meeting
with the President.
-- For the first time, the Treasury Department is
enforcing equal employment requirements in the banking area.
A show cause order has been brought against the Harris Bank &
Trust Company in Chicago for alleged discriminatory employment practices.
-- In late September approximately one hundred Heads
of State will come to Washington for the International Monetary
Fund Meeting where the President is scheduled to speak.
-- The President said that the Civil Rights Commission
has identified 3,000 instances of discrimination against women
and minorities in the various departments.
He has recently
sent a memorandum to the Cabinet and signed an Executive Order
on this subject.
10.
Mr. White said that the Department of Agriculture
will announce this afternoon the Administration's decision
on domestic wheat production.
-- On September 7th, Mr. White will represent the U.S.
at a meeting with fifteen ministers of Agriculture in Honduras.
Such meetings have not been successful in the past, but, with
the Canal treaties in the background, the atmosphere for the
coming meeting could be conducive to the development of some
significant inter-American policies.
-- Lat.er this week, Mr. White will join Mr. Strauss
and Mr. Lance in representing the President at the Southern
Governors' Conference which begins in San Antonio today.
11.
Ms. Harris said that outlays for the Community
Development Block Grant Program are at the highest level
ever and will lead to more employment.
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-- She said that approximately 3,000 minor repairs
have been undertaken in the aftermath of the Johnstown,
Pennsylvania flood--the largest number of such repairs
ever undertaken.
-- Ms. Harris said that she had already alerted HUD
regional administrators to the problem regarding grant
announcements mentioned earlier by the Vice President.
12. Dr. Schlesinger said that the Department of Energy
will start operations on October l.
He needs the continued
help of DOD and GSA concerning clearance of space in the
Forrestal Building.
He said that there are some obstacles to Senate
passage of the national energy policy, but that the Administration will have additional leverage because the House bill
is so strong.
-- Dr. Schlesinger noted that several leading industry
groups will sign a full-page "Energy" ad in major newspapers
and periodicals later this week. The ad was put together
by AT&T Chairman John DeButts, and Exxon, among others, is
signing it.
-- He said that negotiations with Canada on the Alaska
gas pipeline route are proceeding well. Options will be
presented to the President soon.
13.

Mr. Strauss said that he had nothing to report.

14.

Mr. Lance said that he had nothing to report.

15. Mr. Adams said that DOT is working on its ZBB review
for its FY 79 budget.
16. Ms. Kreps said that Richard Frank, Administrator
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, has
prcJuced an excellent reorganization plan for that agency-the largest agency in the Commerce Department. She asked
those who are interested to look at the proposal which will
be sent around in chart form.
Commerce worked closely with
OMB in developing the plan, which does not prejudice the
ongoing oceans policy study or exceed existing employee
ceilings.
17. The President said that he has asked Mr. Lance to
prepare a memorandum for the Cabinet outlining the Administration's overall reorganization strategy and priorities for
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development of the specific plans.
The memorandum will be
submitted to the President first and then forwarded to the
Cabinet for review and comment.
18.
Dr. Brown said that Defense is working on its
legislative agenda.
-- Defense is reviewing the status of 700 MIA's, all
of whom are presumed lost. The public reaction to the
effort has not been as unfavorable as feared.
-- Dr. Brown noted that the Joint Chiefs of Staff met
recently to discuss the Panama Canal treaties with 300-400
retired three- and four-star generals.
General George Brown
reported to him that a majority who attended feel that we
have no choice but to ratify the treaties, and that to do
so is in the overall best interests of the U.S.
Dr. Brown
said that this does not mean that they are happy with the
treaty, but rather that they recognize we simply cannot maintain the status quo. Most of the officers briefed can be
expected to support the treaty.
He noted that General Brown
will also meet this week with the living ex-members of the
Joint Chiefs.
19. The President noted with concern the increase in
one-House veto clauses in pending legislation. He will
meet separately with House and Senate leadership for the
remainder of this session of Congress and will raise the
issue with them.
He is prepared to veto legislation with
this unconstitutional clause in it.
-- The Attorney General said that at the President's
request he had talked to Majority Leader Byrd and Speaker
O'Neill about the one-House veto provisions. The Speaker
asked for the written policy of the Justice Department on
the subject, a nd Senator Byrd said that he would be happy to
discuss the issue with the President. Mr. Bell said that
he would also circulate Justice's memorandum on the subject
to ·: he Cabinet.
-- In response to a question from Mr. Adams, Mr. Bell
said that the policy also covers two-House vetos which are
not subject to Presidential signature. The techniqu~ used-for example in the pending waterway user charge legislation-is to pass a concurrent resolution which, unlike a joint
resolution, does not require Presidential signature.
The
Administration has opposed this technique in the waterway
legislation.
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-- The President noted that, in some instances, the
two-House veto is appropriate--for example, with respect
to arms sales. Mr. Strauss said that if the President can
draw the line between appropriate and inappropriate items,
he can probably sell his policy successfully on this issue.
20.
The President said that, at his request, Messrs.
Moore and Eizenstat have prepared a list of legislative
priorities for the remainder of the Congressional session.
He read the list and asked Cabinet members with other items
to communicate such additions directly to Mr. Moore.
-- He said that the Congressional recess has been
productive for him as a time for rest and reflection; he
noted that the next Cabinet meeting will be on Tuesday
morning, September 6th.
-- The President described his considerable irritation
at an "inaccurate and utterly baseless" article on the
Cabinet's performance in a recent edition of the Chicago
Tribune.
He reiterated his confidence in the Cabinet, and
said that if he ever had the slightest concern about the
performance of a Cabinet member, he would talk to him or
her directly.
-- The President said that, with the possible exception
of the vote on the Panama Canal treaties, the Congress is
likely to adjourn by October 23.
The meeting was adjourned by the President at 10:54 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Watson, Jr.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

STU EIZENSTAT
BOB GINSBURG

SUBJECT:

Overseas Private Investment Corporation
(Prepared at your request)

Srk

J. c .

Background and Programs
The Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) is
a self-sustaining U.S. Government corporation organized
in 1971 for the purpose of facilitating u.s. private
investment in friendly LDCs. OPIC promotes this objective
through programs which:
(1)

selectively insure private u.s. investments against
the risks of expropriation, inconvertibility of
currency, and loss due to war, revolution, or insurrection; and

(2)

provide limited financing to projects where adequate
private financing is not available.

OPIC charges premiums for its insurance coverage and
interest on its financial aid which are adequate to finance
its operations. Insurance is provided only where the
U.S. has a good working relationship with the host country
and wants to encourage U.S. private investment. Financial
assistance is made available only for desirable development
projects for which private financing is either not available
or too costly.
Over the past three years, OPIC has assisted 425 investment projects, amounting to about $4.6 billion in private
investment, in 55 LDCs. OPIC provided about $1 billion
in investment insurance, $45 million in guaranties of
private bank lending to investment projects, and $20
million in direct loans.
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The Need Fulfilled by OPIC
OPIC is complementary to our foreign aid program in that
it encourages the U.S. business community to make foreign
investments which will be consistent with the objectives
of U.S. development policy. Government-to-government aid
cannot begin to provide all the capital and technology
which the LDCs require for their economic development.
Most LDCs want to attract foreign private investment
because that is usually an efficient way of acquiring
needed technology, capital, management skills, and onthe-job training.
Private investment, however, tends to move to the more
certain and sometimes higher returns provided by the
stable political and economic environments of the developed countries. In addition, u.s. corporations are
virtually unable to obtain political risk insurance over
any extended time period from private insurance carriers.
OPIC insurance and financial assistance tend to offset
some of the political and economic risks associated with
investment in LDCs, thereby making possible development
projects which would not otherwise be undertaken.
OPIC is, therefore, consonant both with our foreign development objectives and our traditional reliance on
private sector investment to spur economic growth.
Budgetary Cost
OPIC is without cost to the taxpayer. Its operating
expenses, as well as funds to augment its insurance
reserves, come from its own business income: insurance
premiums, interest payments, and reinvestment of earnings. OPIC operates with a staff of 130, without overseas missions.
Legislative Status
OPIC's statutory authority to issue new insurance and
investment guaranties expires on December 31. On the
recommendations of the EPG and its own Board of Directors
(comprised of U.S. Government and private sector representatives) : (a) OPIC currently is seeking a Congressional
extension to the end of FY 1981; and (b) as a matter
of policy, intends to sharpen its focus on the least
developed of the LDCs and expand its assistance to u.s.
investment in scarce minerals and in energy resources
in non-OPEC countries. OPIC will continue to charge
self-sustaining fees for its services.
Legislation to extend OPIC appears to be assured of
favorable action in both the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee and House International Relations Committee.
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

HAMILTON JORDAN ~

SUBJECT:

OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVESTMENT CORPORATION

OPIC was originally created to encourage small businesses
from this country to invest in the developing nations
abroad, and to insure those investments against loss by
expropriation, inconvertibility of currency, and by war,
revolution, and insurrection.

no+-

~

Despite Congressional directives passed in 1974 to return
the primary emphasis of OPIC to smaller businesses, the
GAO documented in a report last Friday, July 29, that OPIC
still serves a few, very large, corporations. Twenty-nine
percent of all OPIC insurance written last year went to
three companies
Dow Chemical, W.R. Grace and J.P. Morgan.
Almost two-thirds of all OPIC insurance has been concentra€ed
in seven countries -- Brazil, the Philippines, South Korea,
Indonesia, Taiwan, the Dominican Republic,and Yugoslov1a.
Can i idates for the five Presidential appointments were
reviewed under the assumption that the administration's
policy will be for OPIC to once again focus its efforts on
the developing nations, and that smaller businesses should
be actively encouraged to take advantage of the OPIC services.
The original intent of OPIC was to encourage investments
that would advance social conditions in the less developed
countries. The GAO report points out, however, that recently OPIC money has been used for projects that only
further foreign investment of the United States, such as
the construction of luxury hotels and game lodges. The new
appointees must monitor new investments closely and prevent
similar abuses .
~Governor Gilligan and his staff at AID have been reviewing
all aspects of OPIC. As well as working with the Senate
Foreign Assistance Subcommittee on revising the enabling
legislation, they have also worked with us in screening
candidates for the top positions.

Governor Gilligan concurs with all of our recommendations.

I -·-

PRESIDENT

(PAS, Level III)

The number one problem with OPIC is that in the past it
has not been headed by someone who is both sympathetic
to the original goals and who is an effective administrator.
James Bruce Llewellyn is someone who will solve
this problem for us.
Llewellyn is a ·small businessman from New York City who
is known as an aggressive administrator. He is a large,
forceful person who has an excellent record of taking
over an enterprise during rough times, bringing in first
rate people, and turning things around.
As President of One Hundred Black Men, Inc., an organization
of black small businessmen, he has also been exposed to the
problems facing a large number of small businessmen.
Llewellyn has travelled abroad extensively, and it can be
expected that Llewellyn will be more sensitive than past
presidents of OPIC have been to the needs of Third World
and other developing countries.
Governor Gilligan and Rutherford Poats, the acting president
of OPIC, have interviewed Llewellyn and have found him to
be quite impressive.
Governor Gilligan has written of his
enthusiastic support for Llewellyn.

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT (PAS, Level IV)
For the number two position, Governor Gilligan wants
someone with a strong background in OPIC. Rutherford Poats,
the acting President, has the knowledge of the past and
present workings of OPIC which would be valuable to whomever is appointed President.
In addition, Poats met with
Llewellyn and not only do the two complement each other
quite well, but all indications are that they will work
together very smoothly.
Poats was involved in a controversy in the late 60's
which could well surface again in a new Senate hearing,
·and which was a major reason why he has not been seriously
considered as a candidate for President of OPIC. Nevertheless, Governor Gilligan thinks quite highly of his abilities
and strongly endorses him for the position of Executive
Vice-President.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

(PAS, $153.44 per diem)

There are currently three vacancies on the Board of
Directors. One must be filled with a representative from
labor, the other two are private sector seats.
For the labor seat, the only candidate who has been proposed
is William Winpisinger. Winpisinger has just been installed
as President of the International Association of Machinists
and Aerospace vlorkers (IAM) •
The two private sector seats have been the focus of considerable
attention from many sides. There will be quite a few people
who will be disappointed with any combination of appointments,
and you should be aware of this in the event it is brought
to your attention later.
Richard Swann from Orlando, Florida, has expressed a keen
interest in one of the public sector seats. His skills
and abilities will be key in making the Board of Directors
responsive to the new changes that you want to see in OPIC.
James Friedman, from Cleveland, Ohio, is Governor Gilligan's
highest priority. Gilligan depended heavily on Friedmanrs
advice and counsel while he was Governor, and he has made it
clear that he would like to have Friedman working with him
on OPIC.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Because both Llewellyn and Poats have been interviewed by
Governor Gilligan and others who will work with OPIC, I do
not believe you need to interview them.
I recommend that you appoint James Bruce Llewellyn as
President of OPIC and Rutherford Poats as Executive Vice
President of OPIC.
Appoint Llewellyn

- - - -Yes

- - - -No

Appoints Poats

- - - -Yes

----No

Other

---------------------------

I recommend that you appoint William Winpisinger,
Richard Swann and James Friedman to the Board of Directors
of OPIC.
Appoint Winpisinger

------

Yes

----No

Appoint Swann

------Yes

-----No

Appoint Friedman

-----Yes

----No

Other

.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

8/20
RickEleanor said they would like to see
what we get from Eizenstat on the
question of 11 Do we need OP~C 11 before
they sign off on this --~~.-- b~':J- 'f
They might want to change it slightly.

J. BRUCE LLEWELLYN
Comments of John Gilligan, Administrator, A.I.D.
In J. Bruce Llewellyn, I believe the President will have
an unusually bright and forceful man who will serve him
and the American people well.
I was very impressed with him as an articulate, intelligent,
and forthcoming individual.
I would strongly endorse his nomination as the President
of OPIC.
Comments of John Whitehead, Co-chairman, Goldman, Sachs & Co.
He is terrific.

A strong, fine, well-motivated businessman.

His principle business is the Fedco grocery stores that
he operates in the minority areas in New York City. That
is a tough, tough business to make work well and he has
made it a successful business that has grown well.
It
is one of the largest minority businesses in the country.
Bruce is a good administrator by the sheer force of his
, personality. He is a commanding person-- 6'6", about
250 pounds. He is the inspirational type. His organization
may be fuzzy but it is effective. He is very widely known
and well respected in New York.
Comments of Hodding Carter, Assistant Secretary of State
for Public Affairs
Llewellyn is an imposing figure.
He is extremely wellknown in New York City. He is President of One Hundred
Black Men, Inc., and he was the first major black figure
in the East for Jimmy Carter.
He is first rate, intelligent, very able, independently
wealthy, and he knows foreign investment.

J. BRUCE LLEWELLYN
Comments of Howard Samuels, New York City
He is a very tough, successful businessman-entrepreneur.
He has excellent administrative experience.
He has the potential to be in an executive position in
the administration on a policy-making level.
I know him
fairly well but not well enough to know if he has any
international experience.
He and I were in a controversy a few years ago.
I
fired a black vice-president and he called me to the
mat.
I don't like being called to the mat. Llewellyn
set up a meeting I attended and things worked out
pretty well. He did conduct everything in a businesslike, professional manner.
He is a smart, cold kind of guy.

Not dishonest in any way.

Comments of Walter Paige, President, Morgan Guaranty Trust
Bruce is a first class black businessman. He has really
done some pioneering, and he has done a heck of a good
job. He is President of the One Hundred Black Men, Inc.,
in New York City, which is the best in the city and the
state.
He was very inspirational when he took over the Chairman
of the Board at the Freedom National Bank.
It is the
leading black bank.
It came into very hard times, but
the black community could not let it fold, so Bruce came
in. He brought in Hugh Feise as President and the bank
is making money. He did a terrific job.
You have here an outstanding man. He has extremely good
judgement of people, and of qualities of people. He knows
the black and the white business communities.
I trust him.

J. BRUCE LLEWELLYN
Comments of Eleanor Holmes Norton, Chair of EEOC
He is known nationally. He has extraordinary energy.
He is a strong, aggressive leader. Llewellyn has had
to, and has, worked hard for what he has. He has keen
intelligence, and he is diplomatic and sophisticated
in his manner.
His business background is impressive. He started into
business without any headstart and he has acquired a fine
reputation in the business community. While continuing
his supermarket business, he took over the Chairman of
the Board at the Freedom National Bank when it got into
trouble. He pulled that out, put it together while still
doing everything else.
He has good judgement and the ability to find talented
people to assist him. He is hard-headed and knows how to
say no.
He is the key to everything that happens in the black
community in New York.

7 Sigma Place
Bronx, New York 10471
· Business
540 East 170 Street
Bronx, New York
(212) 681-1500

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Date of Birth: July 16, 1927

Birthplace: Bronx, New York

EDUCATION
New York Law School; LLB and JD; Member, New York State Bar
City College, BS
Columbia Graduate School of Business
New York Univers.ity School of Public Administration
Engineer Officer's Candidate School, Fort Belvoir, Virginia - Graduate

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

1969 to Present

President
Fedco Foods Corporation
540 East 170 Street
Bronx, New York
Supermarket chain consisting of 16 stores
located in Manhattan and The Bronx, doing $40
million business and employing more than 475
persons.

1967 to 1969

Deputy Commissioner
Department of Rent and Housing Maintenance
Housing and Development Administration
New York, New York
Coordinated
programs of
designed to
of New York

1966 to 1967

and supervised all activities and
the Office of Special Improvements,
cope with the bad building problems
City.

Executive Director
i
New York Small Business Development Center, Inc.
New York, New York

!
I

Coordinated and supervised all activities of 5
small business development centers located in
New York City.
'

Page 2

1965 to 1966

Regional Director
U.S. Small Business Administration
New York, New York
In charge of the 29 southern counties of New Yor
State for all loan and management assistance
programs.
Approved loans of up to $350,000 and
issued Certificates of Competency for government
contractors.

May 1965 to
July 1965

Executive Director
Upper Manhattan Small Business Development Corp.
New York, New York
Screened loan applications and applicants seekin
business loans under Title IV of the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964; arranged for management
assistance, conducted research for business
opportunities; participated in job development
programs and economic development promotion.

1962 to 1965

Assistant Director of Rousing
New York City Housing and Redevelopment Board
In charge of code enforcement of the 23 urban
renewal areas designated by the Board of Estimat

1959 to 1965

Owner/Manager
H. A. T. torporation

PUBLIC AND CIVIC ACTIVITIES
Past Chairman
Member of the Board

Freedom National Bank

Board Member

Urban National Corporation

Past Chairman
of the Board

Coalition Venture Capital Corporation

President

One Hundred Black Men, Inc.

Past Co-Chairman
Board Member

Interracial Council for Business Opportunity

Board Member

Tuberculosis Association of New York

Member

New York Bar Association

Board Member

New York Urban Coalition

Treasurer

South Bronx Overall Economic Development Prograrr.

Page 3

Vice President
Board Member

Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies

Board Member

Blue Cross, Blue Shield

Board Member

New York City Industrial Development Agency

Board Member

New York Medical College, Flower 5th Avenue
Hospital

Board Member

Children's Television Workshop

Board Member

Mayor's Temporary Commission on Finance
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Mellon
· ;; ~mocratic National Committee .
· -- .. , ~:~1625 :-M assachusettes ·Avenue, ·-N. W.
· Washington~ D. C. 20036
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. ~r -LeGrand:

. I Wlderstand that J. Bruce Llewellyn, President of One Htmdred
.----,~-::Wack :Men Inc.;· is being ·considered·forcthe·position ·of President of the
··: :-_ .::Overseas Investment Corporation.
~

. --- · ~~.""L1ewellyn "is a~highly capable; <-.i ntelligent and important~"'""'-'*""'·"-'"'
... :)~:\~s~~ss leader in our co~unity. ] .,highly recommend him for this ~ --- ...~;o;.
. . ··:~Sition. ,- '1-bave ~nclosed bis "resume -.:and :hope:-rhat you will be able to
·
.Act.ssist him in obtaining this important·,p ost. -!:know that he will be a credit
·-.-__"-;~1:be -· Carter.:administration.
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ARTHUR

B. KRJM

June 13th,
1 9
7 7

Dear Hamilton:
Bruce Llewellyn called me to say that he was interested in being appointed to head up the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation, and asked if I would recommend him
for this post.
I have known Bruce for the past ten years and

consider him to be a person of good character.

He is one

of the leaders of the black community in New York and is
well respected for his business ability and extracurricular interests.
My own contacts with him have been in his capacity
as Chairman of the Freedom National Bank and as a member

'

of the Ad Hoc Committee of business leaders which Bob
Strauss convened from time to time to meet with the
Congressional leadership.

My impressions of him have

always been favorable, and so I am pleased to send you
this letter of recommendation.
I am enclosing a copy of Mr. Llewellyn's
CUrriculum Vitae.

ABK : e l
Mr. Hamilton Jordan
The White House
Washington, D. C.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON

THE ADMINISTRATOR

JUL 2 7 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. HAMILTON JORDAN
Assistant to the President
The White House

I want to convey to the President my full confidence and
respect for Rutherford Poats to serve as the Executive
Vice President of OPIC.
Rud is a highly qualified
professional whom Warren Christopher introduced to me
during the early days of the transition.
As Acting President during the past few months, Rud has had
a very difficult job and has performed with distinction and
great ability. He has handled matters on the Hill where
there has been a push to get new legislation before the
appropriate subcommittees and has operated with a greatly
reduced staff.
I am fully confident that he will serve the Administration
well, and enthusiastically recommend to you and President
Carter that he be nominated for Executive Vice President.

----·- --

..

. \"

P e rso!lal Histo r y:
RUTHERFORD M. POA TS
Born August 8, 1922, Spartanburg, S. C.
. - -- - -~

---~

.. - , -

Gu~r-t-nt=¥~:ttiun:

lq 7..,7. ·~

7c) -~

-- -: -·

·-· - -- .

--------------

- ·-=-·-·-.-:-:-.. _ -

- --- ------------- ----

Vice President for Development
Overseas Private Investment Corporation
--- - - ·- - ---- ------ ------- ---:

- --- - - - - -·- - ·--.--- -- ----- - - - - -

Employ·ment History:
Federal Executive Fellow, Brookings ~stitution, Vlashington, D. C.
1970-71
Deputy Administrator; Agency for International Developmer!t,
1967-70
Department of State, Washington, D. C. (Acting Administrator,
January- ~,farch, 196 9)
1964-67
Assistant Administrator for Far East, A. I. D., "\Vashington, D. C.
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Far East, A. I. D.,
1963-64
Washington, D. C.
1961-63
Program Director and Special Assistant, Far East Bureau, A. I. D.;
Washington, D. C.
1957-61
United Press International Diplomatic Correspondent,
Washington,· D. C.
1951-57
United Press Tokyo Bureau Chief and Asia News Edito::-, To1-:;,ro
19~~7- 51
United Press Foreign Correspondent, Japan, China, Korea,
Southeast Asia
1946-47
Chief~ L11.fornntion Division, TI&E,· Far East Com.tnand,
Department oi Defense, Toky-o
1943-46
U.S. Army officer, U.S. and Far East, including magazine
editor, radio station 1nanage r, infantry school instructor,
infc-tntry comn1a.ncl0 r
1941-42
Reporter, edito·r, International News Se r..ricc, Atlanta, Ga.
Books:

Decision in Korea, 1954
Tcchnolo;y for Dcvdopi.n~ Natio.n s,

Education:

.AB (honors) Emory Uni \-c rsity, Atlanta, Ga. , 19'13
Center for }\dvanced Studies, Brooking s Institution (research), 1970-71

Acadernic Honors:

Phi Deta Kappa (president Tokyo ch~pter 1955);
01nricon Delta Kappa, Sigma Delta Chi

:Special Intcrests/E:q)erience:

Fan1ily:

1972 (pe nding Brookings publication)

Research n:~nagerncnt in technical ass~st.:-.nce,
population prograrns, governn1cnt achninistration,
national cconon1ic policy inst.itutions

Wife, f0ur children, aged 22, . 19.• 17, 14

Residence:

6352 Cross·woocls Drive , Falls Church, Virginia

220-1-1

Ar,,1ER iCt\N FEDEHATION O F GOVERNMENT Pt1PLOYEES AFL-CIO

L.OC.-\l 1534
Hay 2 7, 19 7 7
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The Honorable Jimmy Carter
The Hhite House
Hashington, D.C.
Dear Mr.

President:

On behalf of the American Federatio n of Govern ment Employees, and especially Local #1534, which
represents many of the employees of the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation ( OPIC) , I would like to commend
to your careful consideration the nomination of
Mr. Rutherford M. Poats as President of OPIC.
Mr . Poats
rllrrently is servlng as Acting Presldent ol ~PIC, on the
recommendation of Governor Gilligan , and we understand
that his name has been submit t ed to you for nomination
and transmittal to the Senate for confirmation as
permanent President.
Mr . Poats is a highly qualified, dynamic , career
civil servant who has previously served as Vice President,
Development of OPIC and in other senior positions in the
De p artment of State and the Agency for International
Development .
He is thoroughly familiar with the Agency,
its programs, and the measures that must be taken in
concert with your Administration to fulfill its public
purposes .
As Acting President, he already has taken
welcome and positive action in liaison with the Eonomic
Policy Group and others, to refocus the Agency and move
l t forward .
However, without his installation as permanent
President within the near future, he -- and OPIC -- will be
restricted in their ability to implement and effectuate
these new efforts and initiatives .
We agree with Governor Gilligan and others in
your Admin i stration t hat Rutherford Poats is the best
person to l ead OPIC .
We enthusiastically recommend him t o
you for nomination as President of OPIC.

i:r~Jf?~~
CC :

John Sparkman
Hamilton Jordan

Margale t R. Michaelson
Vi ce President for OPI C
AFGE /11534

Departmrnt of State, Agency for International Development, Overseas Private Investment Corroration
Ne·N State Department Bu ilding, Washin(JtOn, D .C. 20520 T elephone 223 -2087
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THE ADMINISTRATOR

August 2, 1977

MEMORANDUM TO MR. HAMILTON JORDAN
Assistant to the President
The Wh:ite House
Washington, D. C. 20500
I wanted to supply you with some background information on
the candidacy of Mr. William Winpisinger for board membership at the Overseas Private Inves·tment Corporation (OPIC) •
Under the by-laws of OPIC one of the board slots is for a
"labor person".
Traditionally, the AFL-CIO has nominated
someone to fill this position. Following a meeting vTith
George Meany in Governor Gilligan's office, Mr. Donohue
of the ALF-CIO forwarded the nomination of Winpisinger
for this position. He is the President-Elect of International Association of Machinist.
Shortly after, Steve Schlossberg of the UA"V-1 called me and
gave the UAW's ringing endorsement to Winpisinger.
In addition, Governor Gilligan has knmm and worked with
T'linpisi.ng2r over the years and thinks he is an excellent
candidate for board membership. The Governor would
enthusiastically recommend him to the President for a
position on the Board of OPIC.

Ve ne New on
Special Assistant
to the Administrator

.illiam W. Winpisinger
General Vice President
International Association of Machinists
ond Aerospace Workers
1300 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
\~ashington, D. C.
20036
Experience:

Residence:
Office Phone:
Res. Phone

605 Bromley St~eet
Silver Spring, Maryland
s~7 _ sl g)_...
2o9o2
'9S~~5

(301) 593-7116

Obtained employment in auto repair and worked in various dealer
shops in the Cleveland area, eventually specializing in transmission repair. Automotive trade school instructor in 1950-51.
Became active in th~ lAM and appointed lAM Representative in
1951. Assigned to organizing automotive mechanics in Lorain
County, Ohio. In succeeding years, handled organizing arbitra~
tion and negotiating assignments in Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania
and Michigon.
A::;signed to Hashington, D. C. in 1955. Participated in various
automotive and airline activities of the IAM. Became lAM's
. Assistant Airline Coordinator 1~59 - 1962. In 1963 became
Assistant Automoti ve Coordinator. Name_d Au tomotive Coordinator
in 1965. ·
Appoj_nted lAM General Vice President in 1967. \.Jas elected to a
four-year term as General Vice President in 1969, directing the
lAM's railroad , airline and automotive activities.
Represented the IAM before the NLRB) the National Mediation
Board, the ICC, FAA, CAB and other governmental agencies .
Served as Chairman of the four-union railroad shopcrafts negotiating team in the 1969-70 round of negotiations with the railroads.
Chairman of the Labor Division of the National Transportation
Apprenticeship Conference sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Labor 1 s Bureau of Apprenticeship· and Tra ining.
Appointed Resident Vice President August 1, 1972.

Education:

Attended Cleveland West Technical High School. Left in 1942
before graduation to enlist in U.S. Navy during Horld Har 11.
Honorably discharged in 1945.

Date of Birth:

December 10, 1924, Cleveland, Ohio.
. ... ··~ ~

.
.•

BJOGRAPHICAL SKETCH ON WILLIAM W. WINPISINGER
Bill Winpisinger, known simply as "Wimp" to thousands of Machinists
Union members throughout the United States and Canada, is a high school
dropout who worked his way up from the ranks to one of the top offices ·

. l

in America's fourth largest union •

.

. During the Second_ World War Hr. Winpisinger decided that he would
-rather _switch and fight.

He dropped out of Cleveland's West Tech High

School. shortly before completing the twelfth grade to join the Navy •
. ·· Upon returning to Cleveland in 1945 with an honorable discharge he went
. .

.

to work as an auto mechanic.

The leadersh:i.p of 1AI'1 D:f.strict 54 soon

recognized his talents as an--a rticulate and milit a nt spokesman for the
aspiration::; of

unio~

members.

In 1951,

at:

the age of 26t he became one

..

of the youngest representatives ever appoJ nted to the IAM' s full-time
national staff.
· Over the next 16 yeat"s .he handled scores . of special assignments
within the union· and became known as one of the lAM's top trouble
shooters -and negotiators.

He has been .a General Vice President since

1967 and is currently serving as Resident Vice President or Chief of

Staff to International President Floyd Smith at lAM headquarters in
Washington, D. C.

Recently he· wa~ ~o~at~d without opposition to succeed

President Smith as the IAH' s top office.r .

On July
1

the lAM's 11th International President.

1, 1977 he will become

(/l

~

z

RICHARD SWANN
Comments of William Gunter, Florida .State
Insurance Commissioner
Over the sixteen years that I have known Richard Swann,
I have come to know him as an excellent lawyer.
Although we have not been business partners, Swann
has advised me on various matters.
I have found his
business expertise and judgment to be exceptional.
I do not think that Swann is involved in anything
that will conflict with the demands that the OPIC
seat would place on him.
In summary, Swann is articulate and sensitive and
will do an excellent job.
Comments of William Clark, Partner, Corne1ias,
Johnson, & Clark, Palm Beach, Florida
Swann is a very astute and bright person.
In the
Orlando area, he has organized two national banks
and serves as legal counsel for both. He has
always struck me as a very altruistic person.
He is the type who speaks only when he has something to contribute -- which is often.
I was impressed with the sound decision that Swann
made during the Florida primary.
I have found his
integrity to be beyond reproach.

.,
-~

P~rsonal

Bon1:
£-1aTried:
Children_:

May 5, 1940, Orlando, Florida (Age 36)
Doris Orr Swann
Dorothy Orr Swann (12)
Christian Mears Swann (11)
Campbell Thornal Swann (6)
Doris Orr Swann (5)

Church Affiliation
i·.18rnbe·r:

First Methodist Church, Orlando, Florida

Education
. Public schools of Orange County, Florida
Duke University,
AB degree, 1961
J. n·. 1963
Professional and Business
Partner, Swann, Swann and Haddock
.
r:1em b er:

1'

AttoTn~ys-at-Law

Orange County Bar Association
American Bar Association
Public service
Real estate and land development
Bank ownership and director

?ub 1 ic Service

Member:
Member:

Orange County Budget Commission 1971
Orlando-Orange County Expressway
Authority 1973-1975

Special counselor to Florida Treasurer and Insurance
Commissioner Bill Gunter 1971-

Home:
Office:

147 Virginia Drive
Winter Park, Florida 32789
17 South Hagnolia Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32801
423-2531

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

AGENCY F OR I N TE RNAT IONAL D EVE LO P MENT
WASHINGTON

Tl-iE ADMINISTRATOR

MEMORANDUM TO MR. HA.MILTON JORDAN
Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.
20500
I understand President Carter is considering nominating
Jim Friedman for a position on the board of the Overseas
Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) .
I have known Jim
and worked with him over the years and find him an able,
dedicated, and highly qualified individual.
I would recommend to the President without h e sitation
that Jim Friedman be nominated for membe r ship on the
Board of OPIC • .

P R 0 F E S S I

•~ 1\ I\ L

R :._. S U ~·i J:~
-------------------------

J ames M. Friedman
ADDRESS :

650 Terminal To~er
Cl eve land, Ohio 44113

PHONE :

216-696-8550

2JUCAT ION:

Shaker Heights High School - 1959
Dartmouth Colleg e - A.B. 19 63 (Su~~a Cum Laude)
Harvard Law School -J.D. 1966 (Cufi1 Laude)

PROFESSIO~AL

EXPERIENCE:
Law Clerk to the Honorable Paul C. We ick,
Chief Justice United States Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit - June, 1966-Septerwer, 1967.
Private practice of law - Gottfr ied , Ginsberg,
Guren and Merritt, Cleveland , Ohio
September, 1967 - January , 1 971 .
Executive Counsel (Chief of Staff) to the
Honorable John J . Gilligan, Governor of
the s ·t ate of Ohio.
January, 1971 - June, 1972 .
Partner - Guren, Merritt, Sogg & Cohen
Cleveland, Ohio - Pres en t.

OTHER ACTIVITIES AND HONORS:
Selected one of ten outstanoing men of 1970 by
Cleveland Jaycees.
Selected one of five outstanoing men of 1970 by
Ohio Jaycees.
Chairman - Ohio Civil Rights Corruniss ion
August, 1972 - January , 1974 .
General Counsel - Lake Erie Regional Transportation
Authority.
Cleveland Federation for Corr..:nunity Planning Community Steering Committee.
Consultant - National Committee for an
Effective Congr ess .

·.

..

-2-

'

POLITICAL ACTIVITIES:
i·1 ember Ohio Democratic Executive Cornrnittec 1969 to Present.
:·!ember Cuyahoga County Democratic E>:ecutive
Committee 1972 to Present.
National Finance Council iDNC)- 1975 to

?rese~L

Democratic National Cor:unittee - Consultant
for Campaign Training Institute - 1975 and 1976.
Democratic Senatorial Campaign Cor.uni tt.cc Consultrnt for Campaign Tra~njng Institute
1975 and 1976
National Campaign Manager - Bayh for President
Campaign
1976
Consultant on Campaigns ln Indiana, Michigan,
Kentucky, Illinois, llassachusetts, '·lew Jersey,
Tennessee and other states - 1972 to Present
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 2 9, 1977

Jack Watson
The attached was returned in
the President's outbox. It is
forwarded to you for your
information.

Rick Hutcheson

Re: Cabinet Briefing on
Reorganization

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

THE PRESIDENT HAS SEEN.

MEMORANDUM TO:
FROM:

RE:

Jack
Jane
Weekly S

August 26, 1977
·- August 22-26, 1977

We are transmitting summaries received from the
following:
Agriculture
CEA
Defense
EPA
GSA
HEW
HUD

Interior
Labor
STR
Transportation
Treasury
UN
Commerce

For your information, we are working with OMB to
schedule a Cabinet briefing on the reorganization
agenda. We believe that there is considerable interest
in the schedule OMB will follow and in the status of
various projects. Cabinet members will get a chance
to see the whole picture and to ask questions about
projects that may not relate directly to them. The
meeting will probably take 1 1/2 to 2 hours and be held
in the Roosevelt Room in early September.
Do you wish to attend?
Yes
CC:

---

The Vice President

No

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 29, 1977
[-

l

lt

Frank Moore The attached was returned in
the President's outbox. It is
forwarded to you for your
information.

Rick Hutcheson
Re: Lack of Advance Notification
to Democrats of Dept. I Agency
Grants & Awards

.

·r- · --- -
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 26, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

FRANK MOORE

J. ~,

We continue to have serious problems because of the
lack of advance notification to Democrats of Department/Agency
grants and awards.
I believe that the problem is of consequence enough to
warrant the Vice President mentioning it again at the
Cabinet meeting on Monday.
Attached are some examples of the difficulties we have
encountered.
You asked me to let you know if it continued.
The Cabinet officers affected have been notified in
each case.

Attachment

cc:

The Vice President

Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preservation Purposes

J

~~

l

MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 26, 1977
FOR:

FRANK MOORE

FROM:

RONNA FREIBERG

SUBJECT: GRANT NOTIFICATIONS
Attached are copies of letters we have received since May l c
in which Members have complained about the Administration's
handling of grant notifications.
Chronologically, the letters are as follows:
(1) Clarence Long, May 6, complained that during the previous
four months, grant notifications had often gone to the Republican
Senator or the county executive.
(2) John Jenrette, May 6, complained that Senator Thurmond got
partial credit for an EDA grant for Atlantic Beach, S.C.
----On June 6, you did a memorandum to the Vice President on
this subject. A copy is attached.
(3) Glenn English, June 15, wrote that Oklahoma's two Republican
Senators announced a FmHA project in his district.
(4) Glenn English, July 11, wrote again to say it had happened
a second time with another FmHA grant.
----A copy of the June 15 letter is attached; I could not get
hold of a copy of the July 11 letter. However, Jim Webster's
replies to both are attached.
(6) John Jenrette, August 16, again wrote to complain about
Senator Thurmond's pre-empting grant announcements.
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Mr. Frank Moore
Congressional Relations
THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington, D.C.

~
I

I

Dear Mr. Moore:

6, 1977

\\

!
i

(;

I

I

I

'-

I
I

As the senior Democrat in the Maryland delegation, I would expect
to be notified first. Hmvever, I have noticed during the past four
months that grant information has often gone directly to the Republican
Senator or the county executive.
I am interested in grant and contract award information pertaining
to the Baltimore area (Baltimore County arid City), including Harford
County which has two military installations involved in my work as a
members of the Military Construction Appropriations Subcommittee.
Additionally, I \~auld like to be advised about Baltimore Harbor and
th~ Chesapeake Bay.

Thank you for your cooperation.

CDL:bmr

I look forward to your response.
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K tHGsr?.Eo;, Scunt CAJ>OUI'iA

POST OFFICE AND CIVIL. SE:RVICE

TELEPI«>"£• ( 303)

Nr. Frank Noore
Office of Congressional Liaison
The l.fnite House
Washington, D. C. 20500.
Dear Frank:
I have enclosed a news clipping from my hometown paper on
a recent EDA grant for Atlantic Beach, South Carolina.

As you can see Senator Thurmond got partial cre~it for this
significant announcement. My press assistant s~nt a release to
this paper the day :we ·we re notified by EDA and he also telephoned ·
the paper that s ~~e day.

Frank , :wy first term he:re during the Ford Ad."ainistration;
Strom Thurmond had at least 72 hours advance notice on every federal
grant for South Carolina. Thur:oond will be up for re-election in
1978 and if history tells us anything, he will run on his record
of bringing federal money into South Carolina. This is particularly
annoying ·since Thurmond often votes against the funding for these
programs. I had hoped that under a Democratic Administration we
Q.uld end Thurmond Is 11 scoops 11 and allow the Democratic members of
the South Carolina delegation to get adv~~ce notice so they could
reap the benefits £roo making grant announcements.
.
.

U
.

.

I understand that you have to work with Thurmond. ·However,
South Carolina De~ocrats are going to mount an aggressive campaign
to ~dn Thurmond's seat and if we cut-off Thurmond's v7ashington pipe. line our chances will be greatly improved.

Please let me know whenever I may be of . assistance.

Sinc,[y,

~;.

··- . -

JENRETTE, JR.
Ne~l\er of Congress
Sixth
' District, S. C.

29550

354-9223

Y/
/'
/,I V~
/ '' . . "-

/

-.:::

/~·{lantic Beach Gets .
ff

.

j ,

Grant For Center

j

Senator Strom Thur:
mond and Sixth DistriCt
Congressman John W.
J enrette, announced to~ day thfit the city of
J Atlantic Beach has re-:
•• ceived $256,000 for a
·§ community center at
~ 32nd and South Streets.

..tl
~

if

"This is a good solid

d economic shot in the arm

~

for the· town of Atlantic
Jenrette said .
~ '~This community center
'-"ill ~ouse the community
a serv1cestoaccommodate
· the town's increasing
~ Beach,''

i

.

I

se~~onal

number of
residents.!'
Representative Jenrette indicated that the
EDA is funding the total
cost of the Atlantic Beach
project. Also announced
Monday by Jenrette was
a grant of $56,250 from
the Environmental Pro· tection Agency for the
. Grand ·Strand Water and
. s ·e wer Authority. This
. grant will be ' for the
development 'of a design
',· criteria , report · at the
Centr;H-Wastewater
Treatme~tfacil,ity. ' .

.':.......·.·.

2 G', /-

!'
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June 6, 1977

1'IEEORN7DUH FOR THE VICE PP-ESIDENT

NOORE

FRm·I:

FR~NK

SUBJECT:

Advance No ·tificati·on on Federal Grants an·d Contracts

He have been experiencing difficulty -.;;;i·th Democratic .Nembers
of Congress 'because of ~ lack of a~vance notif{6ati6n ori
Federal Grants and Contracts.
Denocratic Hembers are dissatisfied, rightfully so_, because
in many instances ·their Republican colleagues are notified
first on these grants and are of course the first to announce
the a\'7ards to ·the hometmvn press.
Demo era ts have ·found themsei yes
in ·the . en::barrassing position of learning of these Federal grants
frorn reporters .
• .c.

specl.J..lC ins ·tances of this are as
l.
A letter from Gongressman Long of Maryland in which he
states · "As the senior Democrat in the Maryland delega:tion 1 I
HoHever, I have noticed
-.;·;ould expect to be notified first.
during the past four months that ~r~nt information _ ha~ p!ten·gone
directly _to the Republican Senator or the county executive."2 • • A · letter from Congressman Jenrette in which be ·states:·
"my first. term here durin-g the Ford Administration, Strom .
Ti).urrrrond had at least 7 2 hours ad-·.Tance notice ori every federa·l _ ··
· .gr~n·t for South. Carolina.
Thurmond \•7ill be up· for re-election
in 1978 and i .f · l:lis_tory tells us anything, he \dll run on· his '
:record o.f }?ringi!).g federal money into South Carplina.
This
is · ·particularly --arinoyirig _since Thurmond often vo~es aga_inst
·funding for these programs.
I had hoped that under a
Democratic Admini~tration we co~ld end Thurmond's "scoops~
and alto;...; the Democratic mewbers of the · South Caroli.rta (lelegat.i.on
t-o gc!: advan.ce no ·tice so they could reap the benefits from making
.grant anriounc.ements. 11
The White House Congressional Liaison office notifies Democratic ·
t-12mbers of Congress iromedia te ly upon receiving notice of a ., grant
or contract..
I would app~eciate it, ; ~ou would u~ge Cabinet Secretaries
to stress •·;ith.in their depa.!:'::r.:ent:s t:Ce ir:-:.:Jo:r:tance o:: this procedu:::-e.
'
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CoRo~u.... OKL.AMOMA

7363Z

'(~5)83~3

Mr. Fro.nk Moore
Congressional Liaison Officer
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washingt?n, D.. c. 20~00
Dear :Mr. Moore:
Please note the attached clippings from the
Stillwater Oklahoma News Press and the Cushing
Da :l ly Citizen in \vhich Oklahoma 1 s two Republican
U. S .· Senators are announcing a Farmers Home
Administration project in my district.
My Office haci. also been WOTking _on this
PTOject, howevir we learned bf its approval from
this story.

:r wish the Wld te House \vould move as r apidly
as possible to remove Mr. Bud Johnson as State
Director of Farmers Home Administration. Perhaps
then my office would get notice of project approvals
at least at the same time as the Senators.

,..-

Yotq:· ~xpe~i tious action \vill be appreciated.

Sincerely,

~

. -?1. . .. LZ__

· /Glenn
GLE/gdp

\

ipley
H_ipky rts;'ic'lents recein?d good nev;s
l•lda~· when U.S. Sen~ tors Dc·wey Bartlett
<tnd lfC'nry Bertm .. n announc(•d !ll•tnday
~ftern.;un I hal .a $50.000 !<Jan and a $50,((10
grant frum Farm<.·rs Jl,;me Adminis;lratlon had l~n granted to the

·- - -

town ;·;f Ripley fo niplzce their existing .·: diseases had been advised to not even
water wells.
·· driruc the boiled water. ·
· The sma 11 rommunity uf Ripley di d ool
have enough funds to replace it.s waler
F ..r many weeks now Ripley residents
have . been boil1ng · their water before
wells. Tneir city commis!;iGn made
consuming it. Expect.::;nt mothers, inapplications to ':aious agencles hoping ·
fants. ;;nd persons who had heart . In receivt> a loan \lr granl. ·

---

Cu.s h/ na:J

t

J

J-/.- 77

·.·

•'

..-::.~.

..
Ripley Receives
V/ater V/oes .Aid

r. .

Rip!ey will lr.! receiving $HKl,OC!D soon
from the federal governme.r1t to heip
·.replace the water "ell system, which was
found to have bc.cteria in it.
The aru1ounce.'Tlent was made today
jointly by the offices of Sens. Henry :
Bellmen and De"ey Bartlett that the J
Farmers Home Ad.rninistration {Fm.B:A)
has granted Ripley a $50,000 grant and a
$50,000 locin, effective immediat.e!y.
.The Ripley ·Board of Trustees had · j
clready decided t6 go ahead mt'J plans to
drill 2 new test well south ·of the high ·
school, which might tap )nto artesian
/ s::mrces.
. ..
· Preliminary estimates for- completion of
such ·a well were in the ~20,00D to $30,000 I ·
range. The town needs at least two wells. . i•
Ripley requested funds not only from the .·
FmHA, but also the Departinent cr
Housing and Urban De\•elopment an! the
Oz.arks Regional Commission of Semirole.
The town first learned i.n early May the •
.water ·well system was eontalLliDG.led:
Since then, citizens have bee..1 boiling thtir
drinking water, and taking ·special
precautions for infants' . drinki;1g water. . ·1

!2-htiw:a..t:~r f/c..~.. ?.~~,;
b• t~· 77
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June _29, 1977

Honorable Glenn English
House of Representatives
Dear Glenn:
Frank t•loare sent me a ccpy of your letter about the announcement of FmHA' s 1oan and grant for the •,.;ater system at Ri pl e_y,
Oklahoma.
And

face is red.

w~

This is the second such instance involving that agency since
I came aboard; I thought we had the holes plugged after the
fi l~st one.
'

ftly face gets twice as red \·Ihen I consider the fuct that, in
both instances, it involved a good friend and a Member of the
House Agri cu·l tu re Con;mi ttee.
So I'm going to detail some folks to stick fingers in the dikes
~nd plug the holes a little more tightly.
J\nd \·.Je't·e also trying to move forcefully on those State Director

problems.
Best regards,
~friceze ·:y,
'
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HEBSTER

\... .8'1 rectm·, Congressional
and Public Affairs

/.

v~c:

Frank Moore, WH

----...

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFF : CE O F THE SECRE TARY

WASH I NGTON, D. C. 20250

9 AUG i977

Honorable Gler~ ·English
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515
Dear Congressman English:
Frank Moore has sent me a copy of your July 11 letter to him in which
you indicate that the two Oklahoma S~nators received and announced
prior to you an FmHA loan and grant to · 51-E Water lneoyoporated of
Stillwater, Oklahoma.
Because of similar mixups during the first few aonths this year, the
Office of Congressional- Affairs here at the Department instituted a
new aessenger-delivery system of such notices in which the messenger
from our Department has the recipient at each Congressional office
sign a slip acknowledging time and date of delivery of such notices.

·.

A check of our records ifi the COngressional Affairs office shows that
the announcement in question was delivered to your office by messenger
at 10 a.m., June 30, 197V. It was signed for by a Terece Parker in
your office. The s.nnouncement was not delivered to the Senate raet:~bers
of the Oklahoma delegation until the following day, July 1.

~~~t':C'regr~t

if this has caused your..and embarrassment, but we hope that
one-day advance notification provides ample time fOr press notification.
Please don't hesitate to let me know if there are any slipups in the
future.

Sincerely,

JAMES C. WEBSTER

Director, Congressional
and Public Affairs
cc:

Frank Moore

THE WHITE HOUSE

TO:

FRANK I-100RE

FROM:

TOM DONILON\~

RE:

The attached note from Congressman John Jenrette concerning
g~ant noti~ication by the Farmers Horne Administration.

-·

Attached is a note from John Jenrette expressing dismay at
the fact ·that Sena·tor Strom Thurmond has t1;vice, over the
past \•leek , pre-ernp ·ted Farmers Horne Administration grant
announcements. You ~may recall that tT.vice last month we
had correspondence! .from Congressman Glenn English who had
twice read in the ·newspaper about ~rants to his district
·from the Farmers Home Administration that had been announced
by Oklahoma's two Republican Senators.
Please advise on ·the handling of this.

.. _ )

.-· ·t··

.-·-·

,~ .- ·

·w ater ..Fit.Iii)s

;i ·4

K ~:~ ~ ]§pfi_~;;~_d:
. . >r< J.'-' _. ;.

· The Farm en

·- ~

Hom"e:·A·d.Iiunl.tration

(FmHA) has appreved a~i7;000Joan and
a grant of $290,000 to .purcba~-a water
·!!)'litem for use in wam pee commuru~.Jieaf
North Myrtle Beach.
.• . · ~- • ·':·· · The. money is to be ~ to ·buy a Bay
Tree condomium complex system t.o !lerve
the new North Myrtle Besch High School.
and 165 Wters in Wampee. New const~
will be requ.l~ to f1t tbe.sJstent"to tbe

area. . . .'·

h

1\! \. 4

_.. ·._.

n:a r Frank,

r

{

·,

\

~

: ..

.i

.

These are the latest two items in the continuing saga
of Strom Thurmond pre-empting grant announcements during
a Democratic Administration. I don't know whether this

,

~~

. .:. . ·' ..... '-- --:

.·-: , The ~ant~ l~ -~i-e ·~by ·
.Sen. :strom Tlntrmood. 'fl.S. G-. ~ and Rep.
Jobn ·-w. Je!!~ Jr., D-S.c. _-

~
·;IV
~
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,
-!
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I just want to know why the hell i t ha

to continue!
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Morni.ag News Staff Writer •
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school program;· iricluding their being conee~ with recre
lion programs, l~braries, rootivalion and health ·program
1!

· ·- · •

~bli~ ~Js

R~-~r:~ood~h~~~

tak~n: p;a~ ~ ~u~a-tion;·

ald Should.
for
to equalize
h1.ve.
he sa it
educationalopportunityandfree local Laxesforotherservices, ·
but the' state ••won~t 11ave·qua!ity education until t~ peopl
Jo!Tiler sLate Sen. Richard W. Riley said in Florence Tuesday.
dem<md quality education." ·
..
.
.
But he said no amount of money could help a school system
.. All the other problems~ testing, emphasis on _r~ing, tr:
more than parents could by becoming involved in education.
need for flexibility ~- will respond to that,'~ he said. "It's
··I would like to see a trend more to state support of educadifficult thing to legislate, but not a difficult thing to lead in" fn
a governor. ' · ~.. ,.: ·; ~ .: :
·
..
lion, as our constitution calls for, and a decrease in _county _
support as the state picks up more support," Riley sa1d.
.
Asked how
wfsuld work with the legislature RiJey said h
··n.e property tax has been a burden on edue4ilion," he said.
i!xpec.ted ·:debate between the governor and the l~gislature wil
··peop+e have been opposed to education because they wer;e.. .::, occur." ·. ; ~·- ' ;~:-_;:_ :,. ~ -. .. . ·.. . .
.
opposed Lo 1he property tax."·
. ·. . : · . . .
·.. .-/.-': In debate wben be was a Greenville legiSlator. L~ warmlh t;.
:·_"To keep that system says tofut.ure~rat~ we_are ne~er. :: · · , :~ felt for fellow senators often .. became very heated~" buthesaic
go~ to ha~e enough support fur ~ueation,
sa1d. . · ·
: . ·. he always came away questioning "the good o{ the s~te·~ am
. Riley~~at~newscooferencemFJorencemasec_ondda?' . : not·a person's motives.
.
..
of ~ml)algnmg m the Pee Dee area for the DemocratiC nemJ· · For advice from the Senate, he said, he would "call in e:
nation lor governor.
representative cross--section of the Senate not jUst the senio.1
··I like the fair-school approach where sLate money goes out
members."
.
eo a per-pupil basis.~ · assuring "money for school children
The legislature is "not a bunch of uncaring people," he said.
regardless of whether they live in a rich area or a poor area,"
"'There's an awful.lot of talent in the General Assembly, and if
he said.
.
.
properly motivated and led there's an awful lot that can In
And use of property taxescoukl be "opened up more to coun=aCcomplished.'~
· ·
.
ties... which provide services such as ftre and police protection
Riley said he would not hesiLate·to campeign p~blicly on a n
that ··deal with land," he said.
issue such as education if he and the legislature were at odds .
As important as more mooey for schools is the interest of · · buthe"wouldootdothat initially,''lookingatfirst "forresults
parents, be said ... I don't think any ·a mount of mooey could help · ·
not publicity." · · : .
.
.
·
.
Riley serve? in the 1egislatu~ from 1963 to 197~. He did not
a schoo4 system more than having parents spend t.h.i.rty minutes
in the evening" with children checking pr:ogress in school: · .·
nm for ~ffice 1~ 19?5, but serveo.Uten as s~te .steenn~ comm Jt..Community education is a concept
that
mvolves
parents
m
a
.
tee chairman m Jtmmy Carter s campa1gn ror prestdent.
.
.
.
. ·. .
.
~~-- - ~-~ -···- . - .-
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KL~GSTREE- Se~. Strom Thurm~ (R-S.C.l and Gth Dis. · trictRep.JohnJenrett.eaooouneed Tuesday a !Meof$0,~,000 .
·: ro Farmers -Tel~ Cooperative. . . .
. .
,
The funds; -I~ by the Rural Eledrifi~tten ~ch'!l~~tra-_ :
tion, are at five per cent interest-and are t6 ~ f~_cilittes ro
.. connect2,30G ReW ~bscribers »Ad te eenstrud 166 mateS of new

!·_. · ·

. ~i~y~iil a~se ~ u~ te upgr~e existiDg·~ce in ~~rth '
.. Kingstree, .SCranten aod :rume~ area~ to OBe-fMli1Y lines ' \
·. and ro bW1d an additittll te the oihees at KID~stree, as well as ..
:·other system improvements.
. ·
· ·•
...I am·a strong suppe~ of the ERA l~n pr8gt'~m and_ pla~
a top priority on helping our ~hves recetve tbetr fair
share of this ·assistance, Jenrette sa1d. ·
·
.
The cooperative serves areas of Williani~g, Clarendon,
.Florence, Get~rgetown, Lee and Sttmter count1es.;
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 2 9, 1977

Z. Brzezinki The attached was returned in
the President's outbox. It is
forwarded to you for your
information.

Rick Hutcheson
cc: Hamilton Jordan
SECRET ATTACHMENT

THE W HITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

(

r

I

EJeetroltatiC Copy Made
.for p1.-rvation Purposes
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON . D . C . 20301

August 26, 1977
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
SUBJECT:

1:/ ; -

4UG 26

FY " --

Significant Actions, Secretary and Deputy Secretary of ·Defense
(August 20 - 26, 1977)

Panama Canal Treaties: As you know, DoD has been actively participating in
the program of public appearances in support of the treaties. On Tuesday,
I spoke at the White House to the delegation from Kentucky and Mississippi
on national security aspects. General Bernie Rogers, Army Chief of Staff,
spoke to the VFW convention in Minneapolis. The paragraphs included on
Panama reflecting the administration position were received, as expected,
negatively. General Lou Wilson, Commandant of the Marine Corps, included
a few paragraphs on the treaties in his speech yesterday to the American
Legion convention in Denver. Today General George Brown is hosting a group
6f retired three- and four-star generals and admirals at the National War
College. This is done occasionally to keep them informed on current issues.
Tod~y•s session will concentrate on Panama and, LtGen Dolvin of the negotiating team will also be briefing that group. Next Tuesday, General Brown
will host a lunch for two of ihe thr~e living ex-Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, Generals Lyman Lemnitzer and Maxwell Taylor. Admiral Tom Moorer was
invited but will be out of town. Also next Tuesday Charles Duncan will be at
the White House to speak to state delegations from Georgia and Florida. The
Secretary of the Air Force, John Stetson, is scheduled to speak to influential
groups in Panama City, Jacksonville, and Orlando, Florida on 2 September.
These meetings will be arranged by the Military Affairs Committees of the
respective Chambers of Commerce.
U.S. National Strategy: The Joint Chiefs and I have gone over: the cover
memorandum with which I forwarded military strategy and force structure portion
of the PRM-10 Study to you; your directive on U.S. national· strateg·y \PD/NSC--!8);
and the memorandum from Zbig to me on follow-on studies. The Chiefs acknowledge
the care with which their views have been reflected in the PD. They are supportive of the strategy statement and they appreciate the way in which leadership
in follow-on studies is assigned to the Department of Defense. I think we have
handled this follow-up to PRM-10 in just the right way.
Budget Amendment on Cruise Missile: On August 24, General Dick Ellis, CINC
Strategic Air Command, testified before the Senate Armed Services Subcommitte~
on R&D. Chairman Mcintyre and Senator Goldwater were the only members present.
It was not, in brief, a very helpful session. The thrust of the questioning
seemed aimed at determining whether or not the 11 operational Air Force 11 supports
the B-1/CM decision. Additionally, the FB-111 was discussed as an alternative
penetrating bomber. Questioning seemed to stem from an effort to evoke support
for a new version of the FB-111 (the 11 H11 model, about which you heard from Air
Force Chief of Staff General Jones, at lunch three weeks ago). The implication
was that there might have to be a choice made between such an FB-111 development
or keeping R&D B-1 funds intact, given the lack of confidence on the part of
Sec Def
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some Committee members in the potential of cruise missiles. There appears to
be a fair chance that the Committee will recommend adding funds to initiate
an FB-lllH program. The $90 million request for the (wide-bodied) cruise
missile carrier (CMC) appears likely to be reduced: we probably can live with
a somewhat smaller FY 1978 CMC program. An option for FB-lllH production may
prove to be less expensive and more useful than finishing the B-1 R&D; I am
now considering that issue. But if we take that route, we will need to make
it clear that we are by no means committing to production, that in fact it is
only a substitute insurance policy.
Executive Order on Intelligence Reorganization: A small, high-level DoD/DCI
working group has drafted an Executive Order to implement your decisions on
the reorganization of the Intelligence Community. Comments on that draft have
been r~ceived from all elements of the Intelligence Community and from the
Attorney General. Per your agreement with S~nator Inouye, the working group
has been meeting with the staff of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
to receive their views. The working group is now revising the initial draft
to accommodate views; they expect to have a draft ready for formal review by
Stan Turner and me by the end of August. Depending on the extent and degree
of disagreements between Stan and myself, we should have the Executive Order
ready for your approval early in September.
Visit to SAC Base: In conjunction with the speaking trip Charles Duncan made
to North Dakota and Colorado--mentioned in my August 12 Weekly Report--he also
visited Ellsworth Air Force Base in South Dakota. Charles was particularly
impressed with the enthusiastic, highly professional young officers and NCOs
in both the MINUTEMAN Wing and th~ B-52 Wing. The young bomber pilots were
very disappointed in the decision not to proceed with the B-1--undoubtedly
a reflection of the resulting uncertainty in their own career patterns, which
will cause some of them to leave the Service. However, they left no doubt
that they consider themselves fully capable of executing their assigned
strategic missions with the B- 52s.
POSEIDON Firing: On August 3, USS JAMES MONROE (SSBN 662) conducted a firing
of a POSEIDON C-3 missile from a position in the Western Atlantic into the
East~rn Test Range·MissiJe Impact Locating System. All four reentry bodies
impacted within the target area. Range of the shot was 1,470 nm. This missile
is the first to be fired while configured with a modification which eliminates
flight failures attributed to britt.le fracture of insulators on the forward
end of second stage motors.
USAF Women Pilots: The first Air Force women jet pilots will graduate on ·
September 2 at Williams Air Force Base, Arizona. Press coverage has already
started to appear. As you know, the women pilots will be assigned only to
transport aircraft or trainers.

THE PRESIDENT HAS SEEN.•
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASH I NGTON
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

FRANK MOORE
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Senator Byrd called. Governor Jay Rockefeller called him and
advised that he will fly to San Antonio and vote against the
Panama Canal treaty resolution if we need him.
Hamilton, Jody, Jack Watson and I are doing a count and think
we can win by more than 50%. We may ask Rockefeller, Askew
and Busbee to go to San Antonio.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 29, 1977
Bert Lance
The attached was returned
in the President's outbox today
and is forwarded to you for your
information and appropriate
handling.
Rick Hutcheson
cc:

Stu Eizenstat
Frank Moore
Charlie Schultze
Tim Kraft

RE:

ANNUAL CIVILIAN WHITE COLLAR
AND MILITARY PAY INCREASE
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FROM:

BERT LANCE

SUBJECT:

Annual Civilian White Collar and Military
Pay Increase

Under the law you have responsibility for determining the
annual civilian white collar and military pay increase.
The law states that Federal civilian white collar salaries
shall be comparable to those paid in private enterprise for
the same levels of work and lays out an elaborate process
for achieving this objective. The military receive the
average percentage increase granted to civilians. The
civilian process consists of:
A nationwide survey by BLS of private sector
white collar salaries.
(Survey sample-- 3, 600
establishments; jobs matched and salary data
collected --1.7 million jobs.)
The surveyed private sector salaries are compared
with the Federal salaries for the same level of
work and the increases needed to achieve comparability are then mathematically determined.
The results of the above comparison are reviewed
by the President's "Pay Agent"; i.e., the
Secretary of Labor, the Director of OMB, and the
Chairman of the Civil Service Commission, acting
jointly.
The Pay Agent discusses the survey, comparison
methodology and the increase needed to achieve
comparability, with the Federal Employees Pay
Council (a group of Federal employee union leaders).
After these discussions, the Pay Agent decides what
in its collective judgment, should be the size and
distribution of increases needed to achieve comparability.
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We have done these things and have concluded that an
across-the-board 7.05 percent increase would best satisfy
the requirements of the law as the increase needed to
achieve comparability with private enterprise salaries.
Union 'leaders argue that it should be considerably larger-at least 7.46 percent, and possibly 8.8 percent.
Framers of the comparability law anticipated such disagreements and provided for an expert, impartial third
party to consider the competing views and advise you.
This third party is the Advisory Committee on Federal Pay.
The Committee reviewed the Pay Agent 1 s report, held public
hearings on August 16-17, and will shortly forward their
independent recommendations to you.
We have had a discussion with the Advisory Committee and
learned that they will agree with the total amount of the
increase but probably will express a preference for graduated increases for different grades. Although such
graduated increases would probably fit the BLS data more
closely, we opted for an across-the-board increase.
Our reasons were:
(1)
The graduated increases would
be larger for the higher grades; e.g., only 6.3-6.8%
for the lower graded employees and 8.8-9.9% for the
higher levels (see attachment 1). This did not seem
equitable to us.
(2)
The union leaders argued strongly
against that tilted payline and in favor of giving everyone the average increase (7.05%).
(3) The total cost
of both paylines is the same.
(4) We are not at all sure
that the statistical formula which gave us the tilted line
is the best available; other valid statistical techniques
would produce more level paylines.
(5) We plan to reconsider the computation methodology next year and we
consider an across-the-board increase to be a reasonable
interim solution for this year.
In addition to choosing between the Pay Agent and Advisory
Committee recommendations, the law also gives you the
authority to propose an "alternative plan." This authority
allows you to substitute some other increase for the comparability increase, to delay it, or to propose no increase
at all. You can do this, however, only if you conclude
that such action is required by "national emergency or
economic conditions affecting the general welfare." If you
were to opt for an alternative plan, it would have to be
sent to Congress by August 31, and we would have to give
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the unions leaders a prior opportunity to express their
views and have them considered. However, Secretary
Marshall, Chairman Campbell and I do not believe that
either legal or practical justification exists for an
alternative plan this year and do not recommend one.
In summary, we recommend a 7.05 percent across-the-board
increase. This will cost $3.4 billion, but $3.1 billion
has been anticipated in the budget to meet these costs.
If you accept this recommendation, nothing needs to be
sent to Congress; all that is required is an Executive
order making these new salaries effective after October 1.
Decision:

~ 7.05

percent as recommended by the Pay Agent.

The recommendation of the Advisory Committee.
Other.
The Advisory Committee, which is composed of three
distinguished citizens (including Roy Ash, a former
Director of OMB) would like to present their report
personally to you and give you their views on Federal
pay matters generally.
If you could spare time for a
brief meeting with them sometime in August or September,
it would help to demonstrate your interest in Federal
employee matters.
Decision:

~ill

meet with Advisory Committee.

Will not meet with Advisory Committee.

Attachment

Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preservation Purposes

Percent Increase By Grade
Needed for Comparability*
General Schedule
Grade

Percent
Increase

1
2
3

7.08%
6.82
6.61

4
6

6.45
6.34
6.28

7 ..
8
9

6.26
6.29
6.37

5

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Actual Payroll Increase

6.50
6.67
7.17
..._

7.86
8.76
(9.85)**
(11.16)**
(12.69)**
(14.44)**
7.05%

* These are the graduated percentage increases determined by
applying the mathematical formula used last year to this year's
BLS private sector salary survey data.
The Advisory Committee
may express a preference for these increases.
**Individuals in these grades would receive only sufficient
increase to bring them to the statutory ceiling of $47,500,
the pay rate of Executive Level V. Normally, this ceiling
would increase by the average amount of the General Schedule
increase.
However, Executive Level V salaries will not rise
at this time since Public Law 95-66 of July 11, 1977 provides
that Executive level, Congressional and Judicial salaries
will not benefit from this particular General Schedule
increase.
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Stu Eizenstat ~
Hami 1 ton Jordan 14 (..
Bob Lipshutz
Jack Watson-- ~·~
CI:arlie Schultze .r-~ ~ 1'~
T1m Kraft - c::-r-1-cuo/t...u?- d,o... J,, -1- ·~ (,

MEMORANDUM

FOR INFORMATION:

The Vice Pres~dep~f
Frank Moore ~
Jody Powell

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary
SUBJECT:

Lance memo dated 8/22/77 re Annual Civilian White Collar
and Military Pay Increase

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY:
TIME:

12: 00 NOON

DAY:

Wednesday

DATE:

August 24, 1977

ACTION REQUESTED:
__x_ Your comments
Other:

STAFF RESPONSE:
__ I concur.

Please note other comments below:

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you have any questions or if you anticipate a delay in submitting the required
material, please telephone the Staff Secretary immediately. (Telephone, 7052)

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
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FROM PRESIDENT'S OUTBOX
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IMMEDIATE TURNAROUND
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MONDALE
COSTANZA
EIZENSTAT
JORDAN
LIPSHUTZ
MOORE
POWELL
WATSON
LANCE
SCHULTZE
ARAGON
BOURNE
BRZEZINSKI
BUTLER
CARP
H. CARTER
CLOUGH
FALLOWS
FIRST LADY
HARDEN
HUTCHESON
JAGODA
KING

ENROLLED BILL
AGENCY REPORT
CAB DECISION
EXECUTIVE ORDER
Comments due to
Carp/Huron within
48 hours; due to
Staff Secretary
next day

/

.. _

KRAFT
LINDER
MITCHELL
MOE
PETERSON
PETTIGREW
POSTON
PRESS
SCHLESINGER
SCHNEIDERS
STRAUSS
VOORDE
WARREN

Percent Increase By Grade
Needed for Comparability
General Schedule
Grade

Percent
Increase

1

7.08%

2

6.82

3

6.61

4

6.45

5

6.34

6

6.28

7

6.26

8

6.29

9

6.37

10

6.50

11

6.67

12

7.17

13

7.86

14

8.76

15

(9.85)*

16

(11.16)*

17

(12.69)*

18

(14.44)*

Actual Payroll Increase

7.05%

* Individuals in these grades will receive only sufficient
increase to bring them to the statutory ceiling of $47,500,
the pay rate of Executive Level V. Normally, this ceiling
would increase by the average amount of the General Schedule
increase. However, Executive Level V salaries will not rise
at this time since Public Law 95-66 of July 11, 1977 provides
that Executive level, Congressional and Judicial salaries
will not benefit from this particular General Schedule
increase.
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Stu Eizenstat
Hamilton Jordan~ ~
Bob Lipshutz
Jack Watson ,.~c...
Charlie Schultze ~v
Tim Kraft...,_......

The Vice President
Frank Moore
Jody Powell

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary
SUBJECT:

Lance memo dated 8/22/77 re Annual Civilian White Collar
and Military Pay Increase

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY:
TIME:

12:00 NOON

DAY:

Wednesday ·

DATE:

August 24, 1977

ACTION REQUESTED:
_.x_ Your comments
Other:

We 0
~~

STAFF RESPONSE:
__ I concur.

f
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No comment.

Please note other comments below:
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The Vice President
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FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary
SUBJECT:

Lance memo dated 8/22/77 re Annual Civilian White Collar
and Military Pay Increase

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY:
TIME:

12: 00 NOON

DAY:

lvednesday

DATE:

August 24, 1977

ACTION REQUESTED:
_x_ Your comments
Other:

STAFF RESPONSE:
_ _ I concur.

__ No comment.

Please note other com m !'nts below:
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 26, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

STU EIZENSTAT

SUBJECT:

Alternative Plan - Federal White Collar
and Military Pay Increase

While the salary increase is supported by OMB, DoL, CSC,
and the Civil Service Unions, and while the requirements
of the law would seem to mandate such an increase, I am
concerned with the public appearance that we are
contributing to inflation.
I have talked with Jim Mcintyre
about whether the increase could be made in two bites,
but this does not appear to be a viable option since it
would require a resubmission of an alternate plan, would
damage our relations with the federal employee unions
and might give the impression of moving off of our
campaign statements on pay comparability.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 24, 1977
/

/
/ THE PRESIDENT

MEMORANDUM FOR:
/

//

FROM:
SUBJECT:

Ci~yfian

Annual
Pay Inc/ ase

/

STU EIZENSTAT

~

White Collar and Military

incp~se

While the salary
is supported not only by
OMB but by the Depa , tment of Labor, the Civil Service
Commission and th Civil Service Unions, and while the
requirements of
e law would seem to mandate such
an increase, I m concerned with the public appearance
that we are co tributing to inflation.
If there is any way that this can be ameliorated, for
example b phasing in the increases in two bites, I think
this migf t set a better example for the private sector in
the ~ation area.
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FOR INFORMATION:
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Hamilton Jorda ~
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Tim Kraft

The Vice President
Frank Moore
Jody Powell

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary
SUBJECT:

Lance memo dated 8/22/77 re Annual Civilian White Collar
and Military Pay Increase

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY:
TIME:

12: 00 NOON

DAY:
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DATE:

August 24, 1977

ACTION REQUESTED:
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Other:
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C.
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August 26, 1977
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
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FROM:

JIM

SUBJECT:

Alternative Plan - Federal White Collar
and Military Pay Increase

Stu Eizenstat and I have discussed the possibility that
this year's proposed comparability pay increase of
7.05 percent may appear to be contributing to inflation,
and the possibility that you might phase it in two bites.
The law does provide authority for you to do that by
submitting for Congress' approval an alternative to the
comparability increase. However, the law provides that
such an alternative plan may be submitted only when
justified by "national emergency or economic conditions
affecting the general welfare." Accordingly, we would
have to be ready to cite the economic conditions that
justify the alternative plan. Before deciding whether
or not to recommend an alternative plan, the following
points should be considered:
The Government would very likely be sued by one or
more of the Federal employee unions challenging the
assertion that economic conditions are serious enough to
make the 7.05 percent comparability increase inappropriate.
Ray Marshall, Scotty Campbell and Bert do not believe that
existing economic conditions warrant an alternative plan.
It would damage the Administration's relationships
with the Federal employee unions. During the campaign
the AFL-CIO was sent a telegram, the contents of which are
quoted in the attached excerpt from a union journal. The
unions understood this message as an assurance that you
would not limit Federal pay unless you were taking similar
action with regard to the private sector. During the Pay
Agent's many discussions with union leaders, approximately
that same assurance was repeated.
Before our Administration took office, three of the
five members of the Federal Employees Pay Council had
resigned in protest of the previous Administration's actions.
One of their principle grievances was that the Nixon/Ford
Administration had made excessive use of the alternative plan

2
authority. To get the unions back to the table, the Pay
Agent essentially repeated your campaign promise in a
letter to George Meany in May of this year (attached).
In discussing this year's pay increase with union
leaders--while care has been taken to preserve your
freedom to use the alternative authority--nobody has
given the impression that it is a very likely option.
Indeed, at one critical point when the unions were pressing
for such assurance, they were told that, if you were to
seriously consider an alternative plan, they would be
informed and given an opportunity to present their
arguments to you.
Finally, there is the matter of equity. The Pay Agent
has carefully reviewed the comparabilj~~ issues and has concluded, for the reasons set forth in ~-August 22 memo, that
7.05 is a reasonable figure. Your Advisory Committee has
reviewed this conclusion and concurred in it. This 7.05
percent increase proposed will put Federal employees only a
little ahead of this year's 6 percent inflation rate. Since
last year's pay increase was well below the inflation rate,
for the two years together Federal employee pay increases
will lag behind increases in the rate of inflation. This is
important because over half of all Federal employees are at
or below grade 7 and many of these are their family's
primary wage earner.

THE WA$HINGTON LETTER • October 8, 1976,
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JimiiiY Carter:

Gerald Ford:

A Jlroinise of

An avalancl1e

Jlrogress

of vetoes

ACCORDING to Washington Star re>Orter Joseph Young, Carter has repeat:dly maintained the position that "Fed:ral employees should be treated equally
~· ith private industry workers in the mat:er of pay raises."
In a ·telegram sent this week to the AFL-CIO on the issue
of comparability, Carter said:
"l SUPPORT the princ iple of pay comp:Hability in Federal
:mployment. I wouid leave the option open for the Federal
~overnrrient to set an example of reduced increases for Fed;ral employees if it was part of an overall agreement with
labor and industry m the private sector to hold down inflationary pressures.•·

LET THE record speak for itselfPresident Ford , in 1974, propo~ed to deJay the GS comparability adjustment for
90 days. The Senate overturned that
delay. In 1975, the Pre~ident said he intended to limit Federal GS pay to :'i
percent, regardless of the outcome of the comparability procedures. When Ford's advisers reported that comparability
amounted to 8.66 percent, he substituted an alternate pl an
amounting to 5 percent. Congress failed to overturn the
President's plan . This year. the Pn:sident avcided a confrontation with Congress through slick mampulation of procedures by his advisers. The consequence-a 4 .83 percent
mcrease.

THE platform adopted by the Demo:ratic National Convention-and totally
3scribcd by the Carter-Mondale ticket:alls for full collecive bargaining rights
'or all puhlic employees.
The text of that statement in the
Democratic platform. reads as follows : "We support the right
>f public employees and agricultural workers to organize
md bargain collectivel y. We urge the adoption of appropriate
Federal legislation to ensure th1s goal."

THROUGHOUT the nearly ROO days
of the Ford Administ;ation, AFGE ha s
been pushing for collective bargaining by
law. The Administration has re sponded
to these calls with weak acknowledge;nent of the merits. but consistent oppoSitiOn to passage of the bill. Administration spokesmen have
appeared before the House and Senate offering t:mpty legisl ative proposals to stall the mov~mcnt of legitimate collecuve
· bargaining mea,.su res supported by congressional Democrats.

THE Democratic Platform this year
:ontains a pledge to liberalize the Hatch
A.ct. The Convention asserted : "We sup>ort revision of the Hatch Act so as to
:xtend to Federal workers the same political rights enjoyed by other Americans
ts a birthright, while s~ill protecting the Civil Service frum
political. abuse . The amendments to the Jaw wer~ approved
t>y the Congress only to be vetoed by President Ford in
April. A Democratic Administration is committed to liberalization of the Hatch :\ct to permit Federal workers to speak
freely in the American political process.

FROM Ford's veto messagP. :
"Proponents of this bill argue that the
Hatch Act limits the rights of Federal
employees. The Hatch Act does in fact
restrict the .right of employees to fully
engar.e in partisan politics. It was intended, for good reason, to do precisely that. Most people.
including most Federal employees, not only understand th.:
reasons for these restrictions, but supj>Ort them."
The President's statement is both right and wrong-Federal workers do understand the reasons for some Hatch Act
restrictions; they do not support those reasons.

Co1nparability
of Federal pay

Bargaining by
law

PoEtical rights
under Hatch Act
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Hay 24, 1977

Hr. George }ieany
President
A~l..-CIO .

815 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
Dear Hr. Heany':

•

.

As the President's agent under the Fede!al Pay .Comparability Act of 1970,
we are writing to ask that you nominate three officials to represent the
AFL-CIO a~ members of the Federal Employees Pay Council. As you know,
three of the five seats on the Council have been filled by representatives
of the AFL-CIO since the Council was first established under the Act.
Yo:ur previous nominations to the.se seats have been the National President
of the American Federation of Government Employees, the Executive Vice
President of the AFGE, and a representative of the Public Employee Department~
Hm-1ever, as you knovT, these three seats Here vacated by resignations
last August.
We arc convinced that meaningful union involvement in the pay-setting
process is absolutely crucial. We hope the AFL-CIO members Hill return
to the Cou~cil and we believe that their return will provide an excellent
opportuni.ty to rC'examin e ,.;ays in v.rhich mea~ingful union involvement can
be better achieved.
One of the Council members' deepest concc!rns bver the past several years
has been the repea ted attempts to invoke the alternative plan authority,
temporarily holding Federal pay belmv the full comparability level. He
can readily sympathize \·lith this concern.

I

I

President Carte~ is committed to the concept of Federal pay comparability
and does not intend to ·use the alternative plan authority as a means of
budgetary control, i mp ose d solely to hold dov.~ Federal expenditures. He
\omuld consider use of the authority, as envisioned by la,.,, only because of
national emergency or economic conditions ~ffecting the general welfare,
equiring Presidential initiatives affecting the general economy. Even
n such circums t ances, should they occur, you may be assured that no final
ecision to invol-;.e the alternative plan authority vill be made without an
pportunity for the Pay Council's views to be heard and seriously considered

U

President Carter also is receptive to the suggestion to expand the President's
pay agent under the Federal Pay Comparability Act, and is prepared to issue
nn f.xccutiv e or e' c.::- d r.:d :-'.~l ~t in~ the Scc.:r c: t .::ry of L."'lhor to serve uith the
]J iJ~-.~clor o[ t ·;,, . (' ; i l·..: ,-.:· : : .n:::·.·: 'C.i: L ,n:d ];trligc· l :r~d Lln:.: Cil.J. i nt~: n of Lllc
Civil Service Cc::...:.ls s ion.
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We are also av1arc of the past concerns of Council members over the difficulty in resolving issues or disputes v1hich arise between agent and
Council. He propose that issues which cannot be resolved betHeen us
be presented to the Advisory Commi·ttce on Federal Pay, v1hich \vould _then
-----"i"'n""'f om age!}!_..?!!d_Council as to hm.;r it intepds to advise the President
in its annual report on that particular issue. · President Carter agrees
with this approach and plans to issue an Executive order authorizing the
Advisory Committee·to perform that role, and directing both the Committee
. and the agent'to include a full discussion of apy such issue in their
separate recommendations to him.
It is our intent to make determinations on methodology in advance
of receipt of the annual salary data. Like\vise, we would certainly hope
that through mutual good faith dealings we could stabilize the process
and seek ·Hays to s-implify the 'entire procedure, consistent with the goal
of comparability.
We have scheduled the first of this year's Pay Council raeeU_n gs for
June 15, 1977, and public notice to that effect must be published in the
Federal Register at least 15 days beforehand. He hope that you \·7ill be
able to advise us who your representatives will be prior to June 1st.
' May we reiterate our sincere uish that the hl"'L-CIO Hill find it possible
'-. to participate fully in the dis.cussions this year bet-v1een the President's
'., agent and the Federal Employees Pay Council.
'

Sincerely yours,

---=---·
- ~-=----

Civil Service Commission

Bert Lance
Director
Office of Nanagement and Budget

., __

... __ ..

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASH I NGTOi-4

Mr. President:
Ei zens tu t conunent: "l·vh ile the salary
increase is supported by Ol-':.3, DoL,
CSC, and the Civil Service Unions,
and while the require ments of the law
would seem to mandate such an increase,
I am concerned with the public appearance thnt we are contributing to
infl at ion.
If there is any 'i.'ilY this
can be ameliorated, for exar:;p le, by
phasing in the increases in ·two bites,
I think this might set a bett~r examp le
for the private sector in the inflation area."
Bill Cable:
thinks the President
sho uld meet with Ash prior to making
a decision--it costs little and will
look good when uny decision is
reached.
Tim Kraft : comments that he is trying
tci- ho-idas much of ScptembP.r as possibl e for ti me with Congress - a meeting
with the Advisory Cor:1mittee does not
app ear to represent an urgent except ion.
h'u'y:son, Jor(1 c:; n anc.l Schultze had no
co n.rr.e n t.

---Rick
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

~lliMORANDUM

0
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FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

JIM MciNTYRE

SUBJECT:

Alternative Plan - Federal White Collar
and Military Pay Increase

Stu Eizenstat and I have discussed the possibility that
this year's proposed comparability pay increase of
7.05 percent may appear to be contributing to inflation,
and the possibility that you might phase it in two bites.
The law does provide authority for you to do that by
submitting for Congress' approval an alternative to the
comparability increase. However, the law provides that
such an alternative plan may be submitted only when
justified by "national emergency or economic conditions
affecting the general welfare." Accordingly, we would
have to be ready to cite the economic conditions that
justify the alternative plan. Before deciding whether
or not to recommend an alternative plan, the following
points should be considered:
The Government would very likely be sued by one or
more of the Federal employee unions challenging the
assertion that economic conditions are serious enough to
make the 7.05 percent comparability increase inappropriate.
Ray Marshall, Scotty Campbell and Bert do not believe that
existing economic conditions warrant an alternative plan.
It would damage the Administration's relationships
with the Federal employee unions. During the campaign
the AFL-CIO was sent a telegram, the contents of which are
quoted in the attached excerpt from a union journal. The
unions understood this message as an assurance that you
would not limit Federal pay unless you were taking similar
action with regard to the private sector. During the Pay
Agent's many discussions with union leaders~ approximately
that same assurance was repeated.
Before our Administration took office, three of the
five members of the Federal Employees Pay Council had
resigned in protest of the previous Administration's actions.
One of their principle grievances was that the Nixon/Ford
Administration had made excessive use of the alternative plan

2
authority. To get the unions back to the table, the Pay
Agent essentially repeated your campaign promise in a
letter to George Meany in May of this year (atta ched).
In discussing this year's pay increase with union
leaders--while care has been taken to preserve your
freedom to use the alternative authority--nobody has
given the impression that it is a very likely option.
Indeed, at one critical point when the unions were pressing
for such assurance, they were told that, if you were to
seriously consider an alternative plan, they would be
informed and given an opportunity to present their
arguments to you.
Finally, there is the matter of equity. The Pay Agent
has carefully reviewed the comparability issues and has concluded, for the reasons set forth in ~~ August 22 memo, that
7.05 is a reasonable figure.
Your Advisory Committee has
reviewed this conclusion and concurred in it. This 7.05
percent increase proposed will put Federal employees only a
little ahead of this year's 6 percent inflation rate. Since
last year's pay increase was well below the inflation rate,
for the two years together Federal employee pay increases
will lag behind increases in the rate of inflation. This is
important because over half of all Federal employees are at
or below grade 7 and many of these are their family's
primary wage earner.
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Hay 24, 1977

Mr. George Meany
President
AFL-CIO ·
815 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Hr. Heany:

.

As the President.' s agent under the Federal Pay Comparability Act of 1970,
we are writing to ask that you nominate three officials to represent the
AFL-CIO a~ members of the Federal Employees Pay Council. As you know,
three of the five seats on the Council have been filled by representatives
of the AFL-CIO since the Council vJas first established under the Act. ·
Your previous nominations to thc.se seats have been the National President
of- the American Federation of Government Employees, the E~ecutive Vice
President of the AFGE, and a representative of the Public Employee Department. Hm·: ever, as you kno-vr, these three seats ~vere vacated by 1.·esignations
last August.
'He 2.re convinced that meaningful union involvement in the pay-setting
process is absolutely crucial. He hope the AFL-CIO members uill return
to the Couacil and we believe that their return will provide an excellent
opportuni.ty to reexamine uays in ~o;hich mea~·lingful union involvement can
be better achieved.

yea~~

lone of the Couucil members' deepest conc<!rns Over the past several
\ has been the repe a tl~d attempts to invoke the alternative plan authority,
temporarily holding Federal pay belmv the full comparability level. He
can readily sympathize Hith this concern.

,

1

!

President Carte~ is co~mitted to the concept of Federal pay comparability
and does not intend to ·use the alternative plan authority as a means of
budgetary control, imposed solely to hold do-vrn Federal expenditures. He
would consider use of the authority, as envisioned by law, only because of
national emergency or econoi!!ic conditions _affecting the general v?elfare,
\
requiring Presidential initiatives affecting the general economy. Even
\
·n such circurastances, should they occur, you may be assured that no final '
decision to invo1-:.e the alternative plan authority vill be made without an
oppor.t:unity for the Pay Council's vieus to be heard and seriously conside:.red
I

LJ

President Carter also is receptive to the suggestion to expand the President's
pay agent under the Fc~eral Pay Comparability Act, and is prepared to issue
<~n f.xccutive orc'c::- clr::d~·. :12tin~ the Scc:rc: t.:-:ry of J. ..,'bor to serve uith the
D . i 1·;.~c l O!~ 0f: t. ·:;< · (' :. i ~,· ...: .-.:- :: . :1.:: ·.· : C i: L ,u:J Ltr,;g.::· l .::!-~d tJ,(; Ci 1 .:1in : :~:n of the
Civil Service Cc::...!!lssion.
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We are also auarc of the past concerns of Council members over the difficulty in resolving issues or disputes v1hich arise between agent and
Council. \·le propose that issues \¥hich cnnnot be resolved betueen us
be presented to the Advisory Cor.u-u.ittcc on Federal Pay, vlhich Hould. then
___ _i_I}fo_Da age_:!!},!:__?~d- Council as to hm.;r it intepds to advise the President
in its ·annual report on that particular issue. · President Carter agrees
with this approach and plans to issue an Executive order authorizing the
Advisory Cor.rmittee · to perform that role, a,nd directing both the Committee
-and the agent'to include a full discussion of a~y such issue in their
separate recon®endations to him.
It is our intent to make determinations on methodology in advance
of receipt of the annual salary data. Like,.;rise, we '\.;rould certainly hope
that through mutual good faith dealings He could stabilize the process
and seek \.1 ays to s-implify the "entire procedure, . consistent with the goal
of comparability.
We have scheduled the first of this year's Pay Council ru.ecti.ngs for
June 15, 1977, and public notice to that effect must be published in the
Federal Register at least 15 days beforehand. He hope that you Hill be
able to advise us who your representatives will be prior to June 1st.
May we reiterate our sincere Hish that the AFL-CIO uill find it possible
'.. to participate fully in the dis.cussions this year betvn~en the President's
'. , agent and the Federal Employees Pay Council.
Sincerely yours,

--=---··
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-: CampbeUV
ChalrBan
U. S. Civil Service
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Co~ission

Bert Lance
Director
Office of Management ana Budget

~

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTQ ;;

1'1r. President:
Ei zcns trJ. t comment: "\·ih ile the salary
increase is supported by O~·~B, DoL,
CSC, and the Civil Service Unions,
and while the requirements of the law
would see8 to mandate such an increase,
I am concerned with the public appearance th&t we are contributing to
infl2..tion.
If then:: is any \.Ti:lY this
can be ameliorated, for exar:;p le, by
phasing in the increases in ·two bites,
I think this might set a bett~r example
for the private sector in the inflation area."
Bill Cable:
thinks the President
should meet with Ash prior to making
a decision--it costs little and will
looL good V·lhe n any decision is
reached.
Tira Eraft: corr~.o<tents that he is trying
to-ho-l d as rrtuch of ScptembA·t n.s possible for ti me with Congress - a meeting
with the Advisory Con;rti t.tee (1oes r..ot
appear to represent an urgent exception.
\\'c;\:s on, Jo:rc1c:•n and Schultze had no

----- ·- - - --con.n~cnt.

---Rick

